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Software testing is the main method generally used to validate the correctness of a
program. The testing process accounts for 28% to 50% of the total software development
cost [Ramamoorthy75] [Sommerville92]. Studies on test data selection and generation
have been conducted to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of the testing process as
well as the overall software development process.
Research on the requirement specification and design processes has been
conducted for improving the software development process. Informal specification
languages were popular for software requirement engineering in the 1970's [Boehm76].
Formal specifications were introduced in the early 1980's and have since become more
popular [Basili91]. One of the established formal specification languages is Z. Z was
developed at Oxford University [Diller90] [Spivey88].
Studies on specification language based testing techniques are conducted as the
specification languages become more established. Studies on software testing that involve
the Z language have also been conducted [Hayes86] [Stocks93]. Hayes [Hayes86]
proposes abstract data type testing techniques that use data type specifications to produce
procedures to check the specification implementations. Stocks and Carrington [Stocks93]
describe the derivation of a test template framework from an operation unit
1
2specification. The test templates are constructed from the unit valid input partitions that
are heuristically derived from the unit predicates.
A number of test selection techniques are already established. The test selection
techniques can be categorized into two main methods: functional method that derive test
cases based on the software specification and structural method that derive test cases
based on the internal structure of the software [Beizer90] [Myers79]. Cause-effect
graphing, one of the functional test selection technique [Myers79], appears to be a
promising approach to be implemented for deriving test cases from predicate or Boolean
logic based specifications. The technique includes the transformation of a specification
into a Boolean cause-effect graph and the derivation of the test cases by tracing the graph
backward.
The implementation of the cause-effect graphing to generate test frames from Z
specification is the main objective of this thesis. A test frame generation tool that can
handle a Z schema with limited notations was developed. The construction of the tool is
discussed in this thesis report. The rest of this thesis report also discusses the background
of test frame generation and is organized as follows. Chapter II introduces the Z
specification technique with a number of simple examples. Chapter III describes the test
selection method that will be used for generating test frames. Chapter IV discusses the
tool's implementation and evaluation. The last chapter, Chapter V, summarizes this thesis
work and describes the possible future work extensions.
CHAPTER II
Z SPECIFICATIONS OVERVIEW
Z is a notation for formal specification and design that uses mathematical
disciplines of first-order logic and set theory to model a system [Diller90]
[Sommerville92]. Z uses a collection of schemas to specify both the static and dynamic
aspects of a system [Spivey88].
2.1 Schemas
A schema is a two-dimensional graphical specification that contains a schema's
name, sigtlature, and predicate [Sommerville92]. Figure 1 shows an example of a









Figure 1. A Z schema for a generic container (Source: [Sommerville92])
3
4The schema name is at the top line of the schema~ the schema signature is the part
between the top line and the middle line of the schema; the schema predicate is the part
between the middle line and the bottom line of the schema. The schema signature contains
various declarations that introduce the system entities. The schema predicate specifies the
entities' relationships by defining one or more equations and membership predicates over
the signature entities.
In Figure 1, the signature of the Container schema introduces two entities, namely
cOlltellts and capacity, that are declared as natural numbers. The schema predicate
specifies the fact that the contents cannot be greater than the capacity. The predicate is an
invariant predicate that must always be TRUE for all operations over the database.
Figure 2 depicts another schema example that specifies a company internal
telephone directory. The operations on this directory, which are described in the
following sections, broaden the Z specification overview. Most of this background




telepholles: Person ++ {Address, Phone}
dom telephones c personllel
Figure 2. The schema of a telephone directory
The schema PhoneDirectory signature in Figure 2 declares two system entities:
the set personnel that consists of all the company employees and the identifier telepholles
5that gives the relationship between the company personnel and the pairs of the internal
addresses and telephone numbers. The schema predicate introduces an invariant predicate
that specifies that only the company personnel can have the internal addresses and
telephones. The following is an example of a possible state of the system:
persollllel = { Asmuni, Mary, John, Teguh}
telepholles = { Asmuni ~ {CC Bldg 100, 4444}, Mary~ {Mgmt Bldg
1201,4001}, John ~ {Mgmt Bldg. 1701, 4002}, John ~
{Mgmt Bldg 1701, 4003}, John ~ {Prod Bldg 1101, 4111},
Teguh~ {CC Bldg 100, 4444}}
This simple schema gives the exact system specification that is ordinarily written as a
prose specification. The schema specifies that one employee can have more than one
telephone and one telephone can be shared by more than one employee. The schema
does not impose unwanted limitations on the stored order or the number of telephone
entries.
2.2 Schema Decoration and Variable Identifiers
Any operation on a system usually creates a new state of the system. As a
convention, the after-operation system schema is represented by decorating the before-
operation schema name and variables with a prime [Diller90]. For instance,
PhOlleDirectory' represents the state of the telephone directory after an operation (see
Figure 3).
6PhOl1eDirectory'
perS011lle!' : P PerSOll
te!ephOlles' : PersOll +-+- {Address, Pholle}
dom te!epholles' ~ persolll1e!'
Figure 3. The after-operation telephone directory schema
The telephone entry addition schema, which is shown in Figure 4, includes the
transformation of the system states.
AddElltry --------------------
personllel, personnel' : P Person




dom telephol1es c personl1el
dom telephol1es' c person/lei'
11anle? E personnel
Ilanle? ~ {address?, 11ewllunlber?} ~ telephol1es
telephones'= telepholles U {1Iame? ~ {address?, new1Iumber?}}
personnel' = perso11l1el
Figure 4. The schema of the telephone directory entry addition
Variables that are ended with a question mark, e.g., name? and new/lumber?, are
considered input variables for the operation. In Figure 4, the predicates with the input
variables on the left hand side such as
Ilame? E perso11llel
name? ~ {address?, new1Iumber?} ~ telepholles
are the preconditions for the operation, and
7telephol1es' = telephones u {nanle? ~ {address?,11ewnumber?}}
persol111el' = persol111el





are an invariant precondition and an invariant postcondition, respectively, for the schema
AddEntry and other operations of the schema PhoneDirectory.
A system operation is usually accompanied by an output that reports the
completion of operation. Another schema, Success, as shown in Figure 5, is added to
specify the successful operation information. The exclamation mark at the end of a




Figure 5. Successful operation message schema
2.3 The ~ and 3 Conventions
In an attempt to make a concise specification that includes a state transformation,
the a (delta) schema is used for representing the combination of the before- and after-
operation schemas. For the telephone directory, the t:,. schema is shown in Figure 6.
88PholleDirectory
perSOllnel, perSOllllel' : P PerSOl1










Figure 7. The schema 8PhoneDirectory with schema inclusions
The ~ schema can be represented by using schema inclusions as shown in Figure 7.








flame? ~ llewllunlber? ~ telephofles
telephones'= telephones u {nanle? ~ {address?, llewllunlber?}}
personl1el'= personllel
Figure 8. AddEntry with MJholleDirectory inclusion
Notation 3 (xi) is used to specify an operation that does not change the system
state. The 3 schema for the schema PhoneDirectory is shown in Figure 9. A database
9inquiry is an example of an operation that does not change the system state. Figure 10





Figure 9. The schema EPhoneDirectory
The schemas of entry addition and query operations (discussed above) only cover
operations with correct inputs. Since a system might receive incorrect inputs, we must
complete the operation specifications by specifying error handling procedures. The next
schemas (Figures 11 and 12) specify the operations of entry addition for two kinds of
input errors, i.e., when the name entered is not a company employee and when the entry




11unlbers!: P {Address, Pho1le}
nanle? E dom telephones
nunlbers! = telepho1les(1 {nanle?} I)







rep' = 'Not an employee'







name? ~ {address?,llewnllmber?} E telepholles
rep I = 'Entry already exists'
Figure 12. The schema of entry addition for the case of a duplicate entry
2.4 Schema Linking
The schemas of parts of a system can be linked together with the propotional
connectives 1\ and v to form a complete specification for the system. The complete
schema for the directory entry addition operation can be defined as follows:
CAddEntry = (AddEntry 1\ Success) v NotEmployee v DuplicateElltry
The logical operators 1\ and v are used to combine four schemas into one new schema.
Figure 13 depicts the expanded schema for the entry addition operation.
11
CAddElltry -------------------
perSOllllel, personllel' : P PerSOl1





dam telepholles ~ persolillel
dom telepholles' ~ persolllle!'
«Ilanle? E persollliel
IJanle? ~ 11ewnunlber? e telepholles







rep! = 'Not an employee')
v
(name? ~ {address?, newnunlber?} E telephones
telepholles' = telepholles
perL\'Olllle!'= persollnel
rep! = 'Entry already exists'»
Figure 13. The expanded entry addition schema
For the telephone number query operation, a schema for handling input errors
should also be added. Figure 14 shows a schema that deals with an unknown person on
he query operation. A new schema for telephone number query operations can be created
as a combination of the query schemas that cover the correct and the incorrect inputs, i.e.,






11anle? ~ dam telephol1es
rep! = 'Unknown person'
Figure 14. The schema U,lla,owl,Persoll
As discussed above, the use of schemas allows a system specification to be
developed gradually and incrementally. Initially, simple schemas for small and manageable
pieces of the system can be created. The schemas then can be combined to construct a
complete and complex system specification.
CHAPTER III
TEST SELECTION METHOD
The degree of completeness of test cases generated affects the quality of the
testing process; i.e., the more complete the test cases, the greater the possibility of finding
all the mistakes in a computer program. In most nontrivial cases however, a complete
exhaustive test that includes all possible input values consists of too many test cases and is
impossible to conduct. For the purpose of minimizing the number of test cases while
retaining the effectiveness of testing as much as possible, a minimal subset of the input
values that represent the entire input domain should be selected [Myers79] [Rapps85].
There are two main techniques for selecting test cases: functional or black-box
methods and structural or white-box methods [Beizer90] [Myers79]. Black-box
techniques derive test cases based on the software specification or the external behavior of
the software. White-box techniques derive test cases based on the internal structure of the
software. One of the techniques that derives test cases from software specifications is the
cause-effect graphing method [Myers79].
Cause-effect graphing is a method for selecting test cases that concerns the
combinations of program inputs and outputs. The method uses a cause-effect graph that
represents a system operation transformation viewpoint. Test cases are selected by




Cause-effect graph is a Boolean graph that links causes (preconditions) and effects
(postconditions) of an operation of a system [Myers79]. The causes and effects are
represented by nodes, which have either a TRUE(=I) value to indicate that the causes or
effects do exist, or a FALSE(=O) value to indicate that the causes or effects do not exist.
The logical IDENTITY, NOT, AND, and OR are used to transform or combine the
causes and relate them to the effects (see Figure 15). In addition, to state the constraints






Figure 15. The cause-effect graph basic symbols (Source: [Myers79])
EExclusive








Figure 16. Constraint symbols (Source: [Myers79])
There are four cause constraint symbols (E, I, 0, and R) and one effect constraint
symbol (M). The E symbol is used to specify that only one of the constrained causes can
exist at one time. The I symbol is used to specify that at least one of the constrained
causes must exist. The °symbol states that one and only one of the contained causes
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must exist. The R symbol states that the existence of one cause requires the existence of
the other cause referenced. Tile M symbol states that the existence of one effect
suppresses the existence of another effect referenced [Myers79].
3.2 Test Case Derivation Procedure
Myers provides the main process of cause-effect graphing test case derivation as
follows [Myers79].
1. Break down the system specification into smallest independent operational unit
specifications. The break down is necessary because a large specification will result in
a very complex cause-effect graph.
2. Derive the causes and effects from the unit specification. A cause is an input
equivalence class or a diverse input condition, while an effect is a result condition.
3. Construct the Boolean graph of causes and effects based on the unit transformation
specifications.
4. Transform the graph into a limited-entry decision table by systematically tracing back
the graph. A table row represents a cause or an effect value and a table column
represents a test case.
5. Convert the decision table into test cases.
The detailed procedure for decision-table construction proposed by Myers
[Myers79] is as follows.
1. Choose one effect to be in the TRUE value.
2. Trace the graph backward from the effect to derive cause combinations that affect the
effect value to be TRUE. The rules for reducing the number of cause combinations,
when tracing back one node of the graph, are as follows:
- For an OR node, if the node output is TRUE, consider only cause conditions that
lead only one node input to be TRUE, while if the node output is FALSE, consider
all possible conditions that lead all the node inputs to be FALSE.
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- For an AND node, if the node output is TRUE, consider all possible conditions that
lead the output to be TRUE; while if the node output is FALSE, all node input
combinations should be considered. For the case that all inputs are FALSE, only
one cause situation should be considered. For the other cases, enumerate all cause
conditions that lead a node input to be FALSE and consider only one combination
of cause that leads a node input to be TRUE.
3. Put the cause and effect values of each cause combination in a column of the table.
4. Derive the value of the other effect nodes for each cause combination and place them
on the table.
3.3 Examples of Cause-Effect Graphing Method
As an example of the cause-effect graphing method, a sample specification of a
small database based on the specification presented by Myers [Myers79] is used. The
database consists of two one-character fields. The specification of the database entry
operation is as follows.
The first field must be an "A" or a "B. II The second field must be a digit.
If both conditions are satisfied, then a new record is inserted. If the first
field is incorrect and the second field is correct, then the message "Field 1
is incorrect" is displayed. If field 1 is correct and field 2 is incorrect, then
the message "Field 2 is incorrect" is displayed. If both fields are incorrect,
then both messages are displayed.
The derivation of causes and effects of the specification gives the causes as:
cl - field 1 is "A"
c2 - field 1 is "B"
c3 - field 2 is a digit
and effects as:
e1 - a new record is inserted
e2 - message "Field 1 is incorrect" is displayed
18
e3 - message "Field 2 is incorrect" is displayed
Figure 17 shows the cause-effect graph of the operation. Intermediate node i1 is
created to combine causes c1 and c2 with the OR function. Since causes c1 and c2 cannot
exist at the same time, an E constraint is added (see Section 3.1) for the two causes. The
decision table constructed by using the method discussed above gives five test frames for
the entry operation as shown in Figure 18. By choosing one value for each input




Figure 17. Sample cause-effect graph (Source:[Myers79])
To describe the implementation of the cause-effect graphing method on a test case
derivation from a Z specification, the expanded entry addition schema, CAddEntry,
described in Section 2 is used. The implementation uses specific methods for deriving
causes and effects as explained below.
19
Cause/ Test Frame Number
Effect
1 2 3 4 5
cl 1 0 0 1
c2 1 0 0
c3 1 1 1 0 0
el 1 1 0 0 0
e2 0 0 1 1 0
e3 0 0 0 1 1
Figure 18. Sample decision table
Test Input or Precondition Expected Result
Case
1 field 1 = "A" A new record with field 1 = "A" and
field 2 = "8" field 2 = "8" is inserted
2 field 1 = "B" A new record with field 1 = "B" and
field 2 = "8" field 2 = "8" is inserted
3 field 1 = "c" Message" Field 1 is incorrect" is
field 2 = "8" displayed
4 field 1 = "B" Message" Field 2 is incorrect" is
field 2 = "c" displayed
5 field 1 = "e" Messages " Field 1 is incorrect" and
field 2 = "C" "Field 2 is incorrect" are displayed
Figure 19. Sample test cases
The derivation of causes from the schema is accomplished by defining an operation
precondition as a cause. The causes derived from CAddEntry are listed below.
20
c1 - dom telephol1es c persol1nel
c2 - 11anle? E persol1l1el
c3 - 11anle? ~ {address?, newnumber?} E telephones
A precondition predicate that forms the negation of another precondition predicate
is not defined as a cause. For instance, nanle? ~ persol1l1el, the negation of 11anle? E
persol1nel, is not defined as a cause.
The effects are derived from the schema CAddEl1try by defining a postcondition
predicate of an operation as an effect. The derived effects are listed below.
e1 - dam telephol1es' c personnel'
e2 - telephones' = telephones u {name? ~ {address?,11ewnumber?} }
e3 - personl1el' = personnel
e4 - rep! = 'Done'
e5 - telephones' = telephol1es
e6 - rep! = 'Not an employee'
e7 - rep! = 'Entry already exists'
By examining the operations and relations in the schema, the cause-effect graph of
the schema can be constructed. Figure 20 depicts the cause-effect graph of the entry
addition schema. The schema test frames, that are derived from the graph by using the
decision-table construction procedure (see Section 3.2), are shown in Figure 21. The
possible test cases for the entry addition schema, that are derived form the test frames by
choosing one set of cause values for each frame, are shown in Figure 22.
R21
Figure 20. The cause-effect graph of the entry addition schema
Cause/ Test Frame Number
Effect
1 2 3
cl 1 1 1
c2 1 0 1
c3 0 0 1
el 1 1 1
e2 1 0 0
e3 1 1 1
e4 1 0 0
e5 0 1 1
e6 0 1 0
e7 0 0 1
Figure 21. The decision table of the entry addition schema test frames
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Test Input or Precondition Expected Result
Case
1 persol1l1el = {Asmuni, Hadi, Mary} persol1l1e!'= {Asmuni, Hadi, Mary}
telephones = { } telephol1es' = {Mary~ {Mgmt Bldg
nanle? = Mary 1101, 4022}}
address? = Mgmt Bldg 1101 rep! = 'Done'
newllumber? = 4022
2 persol1l1el = {Asmuni, Hadi, Mary} persol1l1el'= {Asmuni, Hadi, Mary}
telephol1es = { } telephol1es' = { }
name? = Tom rep! = 'Not an employee'
address? = Prod Bldg 1111
newnumber? = 4055
3 personnel = {Asmuni, Hadi, Mary} persolll1el'= {Asmuni, Hadi, Mary}
telephones = {Mary~ {Mgmt Bldg telephones' = {Mary~ {Mgmt Bldg
1101, 4022}} 1101, 4022}}
nanle? = Mary rep! = 'Entry already exists'
address? = Mgmt Bldg 1101
newllumber? = 4022
Figure 22. Test cases for the entry addition schema
In the cause-effect graph, nodes c1 and e1 represent an invariant precondition
(cause) and an invariant postcondition (effect), respectively. Node cl is linked to the
cause nodes of all operations of the data entry system. Node el is linked solely to node cl
and not affected by the results of all of the schema operations.
In deriving the test frames, the value of the invariant nodes c1 and e1 must always
be set to TRUE as a fact that both are invariant nodes. Since the variant effect nodes of
an operation are always linked to one intermediate node (the rightmost intermediate node
for the operation), test frame derivation can be done by setting the value of the rightmost
intermediate node to I and tracing the graph backward starting from the node. The value
23





The main thrust of the thesis work involved the development (i.e., design and
implementation) of a tool that utilizes the cause-effect graphing method to generate test
frames from Z specifications. The tool was developed in the programming language C on
a Sequent Symmetry S/81 running the DYNIXlptx operating system. The implementation
uses text files to store the tool input and outputs.
The tool's software consists of sixty eight C procedures, of which forty four
procedures are used to create a cause-effect graph and twenty two procedures are used to
derive test frames from the cause-effect graph. The input to the tool is the predicate part
of the expanded schema of an independent unit of a system. The cause-effect graph
traversals and test frame table are the outputs of the tool.
The main data structures and algorithms used to create the graph and to derive the
test frames are described later in this chapter. This chapter also describes the tool's input




Due to the limitations of text files, schema predicates are manually converted to
all-text predicates. Certain keywords are used to replace non-ASCII schema symbols.
Figure 23 shows the symbol conversion table. In preparing the input, the default link /\
between two predicates in the same suboperation (that is implicit in a schema) must be
explicitly written in the converted specification.
Symbol Keyword Symbol Keyword
/\ & c subset
v I c subseteq
E In e:t notsubset
~ notin -:;:. not=
~ mapsto u umon
, ,
Figure 23. The non-ASCII symbol conversion table for the tool
As an example, the result of the conversIon of the schema predicate of
CAddElltry, which was described in Chapter II, is shown in Figure 24.
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dom telephones subseteq members &
dom telephone' subseteq members' &
«name? in members &
name? mapsto newnumber? notin telephones &
telephones' = telephones union name? mapsto newnumber? &
members' = members &
repr = 'Okay') I
(name? notin members &
telephones' = telephones &
members' = members &
rep' = 'Not a member') I
(name? mapsto newnumber? in telephones &
telephones' = telephones &
members' = members &
repr = 'Entry already exists'»
Figure 24. The conversion of the schema predicate of the schema CAddE,ltry
4.3 Data Structures
4.3.1 Cause-Effect Graph Data Structures
In order to construct a cause-effect graph and to derive test frames from a cause-
effect graph, the following requirements are imposed on graph specifications.
- The graph must able to be traced backward and forward.
- Each graph node must be able to be connected with more than one other node backward
and forward.
- The cause nodes, constraint nodes, the rightmost intermediate nodes, and the effect
nodes must be able to be accessed sequentially.
- All graph nodes should use the same data structure.
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Three data structures were used to represent the cause-effect graph: graph header,
graph node (vertex), and graph link (edge). The declarations of the three data structures
are shown in Figures 25,26, and 27.
The graph header has a pointer to the first cause, effect, and rightmost
intermediate nodes. The header also records the number of cause, intermediate, and effect
nodes. The graph node structure is used to represent cause, intermediate, effect, and
constraint nodes. Each of the four node types has its own sequence node number.
The node structure has a pointer to the first forward link and the first backward
link. A forward link of a cause node connects the cause node to an intermediate node. If
a cause node has a constraint relation to other cause nodes, a backward link will connect







struct graph_node *cause, /* Pointer to the first cause node */
*effect, /* Pointer to the first effect node */
*rightmost_inter,
/* Pointer to the first rightmost
intermediate node */
/* Pointer to the first constraint node ../
/* The number of cause nodes */
/* The number of intermediate nodes */
/* The number of effect nodes */
Figure 25. The declaration of the graph header structure








/* The node type:
1 : AND intermediate node
2: OR intermediate node
3 : E constraint node
4: R constraint node
10: Cause node
11 : Invariant cause node
20: Effect node
21 : Invariant effect node */
/* The sequence node number */
/* The node scope level */
/* Pointer to the first forward link */
/* Pointer to the first backward link */
/* Pointer to the next sequence similar
node */
28
Figure 26. The declaration of the graph node structure






1 : NOT link
0: IDENTITY link */
/* Pointer to an adjacent node */
/* Pointer to the next similar function link */
Figure 27. The declaration of the graph link structure
A constraint node will only have forward links. For an R constraint node, the first
forward link: will connect the constraint node to the constrained (affected) cause node, and
the next forward links will connect the constraint node to the constraining nodes. For an
E constraint node, the sequence of forward links is not important. An effect node will
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only use the backward link pointer. The effect node will have backward links to the
rightmost intermediate nodes.
The node scope level data in the node structure is used only for an intermediate
node. The data is used to arrange the insertion of an intermediate node into a cause-effect
graph. An intermediate node can have backward links to the lower level intermediate
nodes and/or cause nodes, and forward links to the higher intermediate nodes or effect
nodes.
4.3.2 Test Frame Data Structures
The test frame derivation result is recorded by using link lists. Link lists are used
since the number of test frames cannot be determined at the beginning of the derivation
process and besides the number changes dynamically during the process. The data
structures of the test frame link list are: test frame list header and test frame (test frame list
element). Figures 28 and 29 show the declaration of the test frame list header structure
and the test frame structure, respectively.
One test frame list is used to store the test frame derivation result of the cause-
effect graph tracing backward from one intermediate node that is connected to the effect
node(s). The list header has a pointer to link the list header and the next test frame list
that stores the result of the graph derivation from the next rightmost intermediate node.
The test frame structure has a pointer to the array of the intermediate node
derivation status. The status array element is used to indicate whether: a. all possible input
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conditions, or b. only one input condition, that leads the value of an intermediate node in a
test frame, is needed to be derived.
typedef struct test_frame_list_header {
struct test_frame *head; /* Pointer to the first test frame */
struct test_frame *tail~ /* Pointer to the last test frame */
struct test_frame_Iist_header *next;
/* Pointer to the next test frame list
header */
} TEST~IST;
Figure 28. The declaration of the test frame list header structure







/* Pointer to the array of cause node
values */
/* Pointer to the array of intermediate
node values */
/* Pointer to the array of the intermediate
node derivation status */
/* Pointer to the array of effect node
values */
/* Pointer to the next test frame */
Figure 29. The declaration of the test frame structure
4.3.3 Working Data Structures
The tool uses several working data structures for constructing a cause-effect graph
and deriving test frames from a cause-effect graph. Two important working data
structures are the "predicate" and "operator" structures. These two structures are used in
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a cause-effect graph construction to store a scanned predicate and the operator following
the predicate. The declaration of the structure predicate is shown in Figure 30 and the
declaration of the structure operator is shown in Figure 31.






- Part 1: An entity before an equation or
membership symbol in a predicate
- Part 2: An equation or membership symbol,
- Part 3: An entity after an equation or
membership symbol in a predicate. */
/* Predicate type:
10: Precondition/cause predicate
11 : Invariant precondition predicate
20: Postcondition/effect predicate
21 : Invariant postcondition predicate */
/* Scope level of the predicate */
Figure 30. The declaration of the predicate data structure




/* The operator type:
0: No operator; 1 : AND; 2: OR */
/* Scope level of the operator */
Figure 31. The declaration of the operator data structure
Both the predicate and the operator contain an element to record their scope level,
which is used as one of the parameters to arrange the representation of the precondition
predicate relationships in the cause-effect graph. A cause node that represents the next
precondition predicate must be linked (through intermediate nodes) to a cause node that
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represent the previous precondition predicate if the next predicate has a lower scope level
than the previous predicate.
4.4 Algorithms
In the two sections that follow, the tool's algorithms for constructing a cause-
effect graph and for deriving test frames from the graph are presented.
4.4.1 Cause-Effect Graph Construction Algorithms
The tool implements the cause-effect graph construction procedures described in
Chapter III, except for constraint relations I (Inclusive), 0 (One and only one), and M
(Masks). The following two algorithms are the main algorithms to construct a cause-
effect graph from a converted schema predicate.
Algoritl,n,l Cause-Effect Graph Construction
Input: Input schema file.
Output: The constructed cause-effect graph, and the table of precondition (cause) and
post condition (effect) predicates.
Method:
1. Set the initial value for the predicate and the operator scope level.
2. wl1i1e there is a predicate in the input schenm file
then begin
Scan a predicate and a cOlmective operator that follows the predicate fronl the input file
schenIa~ In this scanning, decrease the scope level of the predicate and the operator by 1
when a clwacter '(' is scaluled and increase the scope level of the predicate and the operator
by one when a character ')' is scanned.
Look the scanned predicate up in the table of predicates and get the predicate sequence
llwllber and the predicate negation flag
3. if the scanned predicate or the negation of the predicate does not exist in the table of
predicates
then begin







if the scanned predicate is an effect or invariant effect predicate
then Add a new effect node to the cause-effect graph and link the node to the related
nodes
else begin /* The scanned predicate is a cause predicate */
Add a new cause node to the cause-effect graph and link the node to the
related nodes
if the nUlllber of the graph cause nodes is nlore than one and the predicate is
not an invariant cause predicate
tben begin
Search constraints between the new predicate and the existing cause
predicates
if the constraints are found





Add necessary links between the existing predicate node and the related nodes in the
graph
end while
9. Reillove any internlediate node duplication
Algoriti,n,2 Cause/Effect Node and Link Addition
Input: The cause-effect graph, the scanned predicate, the predicate sequence number, the
predicate negation flag, the scanned connective operator, and a node addition flag.
Output: Updated cause-effect graph.
Method:
1. if the scanned predicate is the negation of the existing predicate in the table of predicates
then Set the graph link negation to 1.
2. if a new cause/effect node is required
then begin
Create a new graph node.
3. if the predicate is a cause or invariant cause predicate
then Add the new node to the graph-eause link list.
4. else Add the new node to the graph-effect link list.
end
5. else /* A new node is not required */
Search the appropriate existing cause/effect node to be linked.
6. if the type of predicate is invariant cause or (the type of the predicate is cause and there is a
connective operator that follows the predicate and (the node is the first cause node or the type of the
current comlective operator is not the sanle as the previous operator or the type of the predicate is
effect or invariant effect or the scope level of the predicate is less than the scope level of the
previous operator»
then begin /* A new internlediate node is required */
Create a new internlediate node; Set the scope level of the node to value of the operator scope
level.
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7. if the graph rightnlost internlediate link list is NULL or the type of the previous predicate is
effect or invariant effect
then Set the created intemlediate node as the new rightnIost internlediate node
end
8. if the type of the predicate is cause or invariant cause
tben begin /* Link a cause node */
9. if the previous predicate is a cause predicate and the new intemlediate node is created
then begin
10. if the scope level of the predicate is the sanle as the scope level of the previous
intenllediate node and the type of the previous intemlediate node is AND
then begin
Link the cause node with the previous internlediate AND node; Link the
new intemlediate node and the other intemlediate nodes based on their
scope level and update the rightnlost internlediate node pointer if necessary.
end
11. else begin
Link the cause node with the new interlllediate node; Link the new
intemlediate node with the previous internlediate nodes (the new node is
the backward node of the previous node).
end
end
else /* The new intemlediate node is not created */
Link the previous intemlediate node and the cause node.
end
12. else begin /* Link an effect node */
Link the rightnIost intermediate node and the effect node.
13. if the type of the previous predicate is cause or invariant cause
then begin
Add the rightnlost internlediate node to the graph rightnIost intemlediate node list~
Remove the previous internlediate node if the node is not linked to an effect node and
only has one backward link and one forward link after the node backward link is
copied to the forward node; Add a new elenlent (pointing to the rightnlost
interlllediate node) to the rightnIost intemlediate scope list.
end
end
14. if the predicate is the last predicate in the input schen13 file
tben Link a rightnIost intemlediate node with another rightnIost intemlediate node based on the node
sequences pointed by the rightmost intermediate scope list; The later node is linked to the earlier
node if the scope level of the earlier node is greater than the later node scope level; In tItis
linking, the forward links of the later node are renloved after they are copies to the earlier node.
4.4.2 Test Frame Derivation Algorithms
The general procedures for deriving test cases from a cause-effect graph was
presented in Chapter III. The tool implements almost all of the procedures except the
derivation of test cases from test frames. In this implementation, the tracing is not started
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from an effect node but from one of the graph's rightmost intermediate node, as
mentioned at the end of Chapter III. The implementation procedures are described in the
following seven algorithms.
Algoritiln. 3 Test Frame Derivation
I11put: A cause-effect graph and the value of the starting derivation node (one of the
graph rightmost intermediate nodes).
Olltput: Test frame lists.
Method:
1. Create the header of the test franle lists.
2. for all of the rightnlost internlediate nodes that do not connected to an INV_EFFECT node
begin
Trace the graph backward starting fronl the righUllost internlediate node.
3. if the test franle header is not linked to a test franle list
then Link the test franle lists header to the new test franle list creating in the graph tracing.
4. else Link the previous test franle list to the new test fraIlle list creating in the graph tracing.
5. for all test franle in the new test franle list
begin
6. for all of the other rightnlost internlediate nodes
begin
7. if the other rightnlost internlediate node is comlected to an INV_EFFECT node
then Set the other rightnlost internlediate node in the test franle to 1.
else Derive the other rightnlost internlediate node value by (a) propagating the existing
node values or, if the value propagation cannot used to derive the other righUIIOSt
internlediate node, (b) setting the other rightnlost internlediate node value in the test
franle to 0 and derive the unassigned affected node values.
end
8. end
9. Renlove any test franle duplication in all test franle lists.
10. Derive all node effect values in all test franles of the new test frallle list by propagating the value of
the right1llost internlediate nodes .
end
Algoritilm 4 Cause-Effect Graph Backward Tracing Starting from One of the Graph
Rightmost Intermediate Nodes
111]Jut: The cause-effect graph, one of the graph rightmost intermediate nodes, and the
rightmost intermediate node setting value .







1. Create a new test franle list.
2. Create a new test franle and add tbe new test franle to the new test frallle list.
3. Set the value of the rightnlost internlediate node in tbe new test frame to the setting value (=1).
4. Starting fronl tbe rigbtnlost intemlediate value, recursively trace the graph node backward to derive
the possible conlbinations of the input node values.
Algorit/,m 5 Recursive Graph Node Backward Tracing
IrlfJut: A cause-effect graph, one of the graph intermediate node, and a test frame list.
Output: Updated test frame list.
Method:
1. if the node type is AND or OR and the test franle list is not NULL
then begin
Derive the input node values 1* Algorith1116 *1
2. for all input nodes of the node
Trace the graph node backward 1* A/gorithll1 5 *1
end
Algorit/,n, 6 Input Node Values Derivation
Input: A cause-effect graph, an intermediate node of the graph, and a test frame list.
Output: Updated test frame list.
Method:
1. for all test franles in the input test franle list
begin
2. if the explosion of the test franle at this node is allowed
then begin
Create an additional test franle list
3. if the node output value at the test franle is TRUE
then begin
4. if the node is an AND internlediate node
5. then for all input nodes of the internlediate node and the previous input node
value derivation, if any, is succeeded
Derive the input node value by setting the value of the input of the
intenllediate node to be TRUE 1* A/gorithl1J 7 *1
6. else /* The node is an OR internlediate node */
7. Derive the true OR input node values 1* Algorith1118 */
end
else /* The node output is FALSE *1
if the node is an AND internlediate node
then Derive the false AND input values /* A/gorithll1 9 */
else /* The node is an OR internlediate node */
for all input nodes of the internlediate node and the previous input node value
derivation, if any, is succeeded
12.
Derive the input node value by setting the value of the input of the
internlediate node to be TRUE /* Algorith111 7 */
if tbe input node derivation has not successfully cOlupleted
tllen Renlove tbe test franle fronl the list
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end
13. if the additional test franle list is not enlpty
then Add all elements of the additional test franle list to the input test franle list.
Algoritlrm 7 One Input Node Value Derivation
Inpllt: A cause-effect graph, a test frame, one of an intermediate node backward link, and
the value of the intermediate node input to be propagated to the input node value.
Olltput: Updated test frame and return code.
Method:
1. if the type of the input node is invariant cause
then begin
2. if the value of the input node in the test franle has not been assigned
then begin
Set the value of the input node in tbe test franle to 1
3. if tbe intemlediate node propagation value is not 1
then Temlinate and return an abnom131 temlination code
end
Temlinate and retwn a norn13l ternlination code
end
4. else if the type of the input node is cause
5. then if the value of tbe input node in the test franle has not been assigned
then begin
6. if the input node has constraint relations
then begin
Exanline whether the propagation of the internlediate node propagation
value to the constrained node does not conflict with any existing value of
the constraint related nodes
7. if there is a conflict
then begin
Set tbe value oftbe input node in tbe test franle to O.
Temlinate and return an abnornlal ternlination code
end
8. else begin
Set tbe value of the input node in the test franle to the value of
the internlediate node propagation value;
Set tbe value of the constrained nodes to the value of tbe node
propagation value in the test frame, if the value of the
constrained nodes have not been assigned;








10. else if the internlediate node propagation value is not the sanle as the existing value of the
input node in the test franle
then Terntinate and return an abnornlal ternlination code
11. else Tenllinate and return a nornlal ternlination code
12. else /* The type of the input node is internlediate */
Set the value of input node in the test franle to the interluediate node propagation value
Algoritilm 8 True OR Input Node Values Derivation
Irput: A cause-effect graph, an OR intermediate node of the graph, a test frame, and an
additional test frame list.
Output: Updated test frame, updated additional test frame list, and return code.
Method:
1. Deternline the true OR input value combinations
2. for all of the conlbinations but the last one
begin
Create a new test franle
Copy the values in the input test franle to the new test fanle
Derive the value of the input nodes and store thenl in the tenlporary test franle
3. if there is a value conflict between the existing value and the propagation value during the
derivation
4. then Delete the new test franle
5. else Add the new test franle to the additional test franle list
end
6. Derive the value of the input nodes using the last value conlbination and store thenl in the input test
franle
7. if there is a value conflict during the last derivation
then Ternlinate and return an abnornlal ternlination code
8. else Ternlinate and return a nornw ternlination code
Algoritilm 9 False AND Input Node Values Derivation
IrlfJut: A cause-effect graph, an False intermediate node of the graph, a test frame, and an
additional test frame list.
Output: Updated test frame, updated additional test frame list, and return code.
Method:
1. Deternline the false AND input value conlbinations
2. for all of the conlbinations but the last one
begin
Create a new test franle
Copy the values in the input test franle to the new test fanle
Derive the value of the input nodes and store them in the tenlporary test franle
3. if there is a value conflict between the existing value and the propagation value during the
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derivation
4. then Delete the new test franle
5. else Add tbe new test franle to tbe additional test fraIlle list
end
6. Derive the value of the input nodes using the last value conlbination and store thenl in the input test
franle
7. if there is a value conflict during the last derivation
then Ternunate and retunl an abnorn13l ternunation code
8. else Ternunate and return a nornlal ternlination code
4.5 Complexity
The computational complexity of the tool is determined by calculating the
execution time and the space usage of the graph construction and test frame derivation
separately. Because of the complicated data structures and the recursive algorithms used,
for both calculations only the worst cases are considered.
The graph construction execution time and space usage depend on the number of
nodes and links that are created. The worst case is found when a cause or effect node is
created for each scanned predicate, each intermediate node has two backward links, and
there are constraints R among the cause nodes as shown in Figure 32.
For n scanned predicates, the resulting number of graph nodes and links are given
below.
- The number of cause, intermediate, and effect nodes = 2 n,
- The number ofnon-constraint links = 2 n - 1,
- The number of constraint nodes = n - 2, and
- The number of constraint links = (2+3+ ....+ (n-l» = tn(n - 1) - 1.
These numbers show that the worst case computational complexity of a cause-effect
graph creation process is the square of the number of scanned predicates.
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Figure 32. The worst case for the cause-effect graph construction for five scanned
predicates
The execution time for the derivation of test frames from a cause-effect graph
depends on the number of graph node value assignments, which is proportional to the
product of the number of test frames and the number of graph nodes. The space usage
for the derivation is also proportional to the product of the number of test frames number
and the number of nodes in the cause-effect graph. The worst case for the test frame
derivation is found when each scanned predicate is transformed to a cause or effect node,
all cause nodes are connected to an AND intermediate node, and the intermediate node
value is the negation of an effect value.
The structure of cause-effect graphs resulting in the worst complexity for five
scanned predicates is depicted in Figure 33. The number of test frames that will be
created during the derivation in the worst case grows proportional to two to the power of
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the number of scanned predicates. Thus, the execution time and space usage of the tool is
proportional to the product of the number of scanned predicates and two to the power of
the number of scanned predicates.
Figure 33. The worst case for test frame derivation for five scanned predicates
4.6 Testing of the Tool
The tool has demonstrated the feasibility of generating test frames from Z
specification. Two sample schemas were used to test the tool. The test results (included
in Appendix C) showed the capability of the tool in transforming a Z schema to a cause-
effect graph and deriving test frames from the graph. The graph creation part of the tool
can handle the R and E constraint relations among the schema predicates and can
transform them into graph node relations. The test frame derivation part of the tool,
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which is based on the cause-effect graphing method, has been done successfully both for
regular node derivations and all zeroes input of a false AND intermediate node.
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
5.1 Summary
The role of software testing in software development is quite important and formal
specifications becoming more widely used. Consequently, conducting studies on test
generation from formal specifications is a viable and active area of work. The work that
was conducted in this thesis was the development of a tool to generate test frames from Z
specifications. In this study, a tool was designed and implemented to be used for limited Z
schema notations. The tool implements the cause-effect graphing method for generating
test frames [Myers79].
The tool carries out two major processes. The first process converts a Z schema
to a cause-effect graph. The tool input is the predicate part of the schema with limited
notations. The input should be converted manually to an all-text specification before the
processing can begin. The constraint relations among predicates that can be handled by
the tool are constraint R's (requires) and E's (exclusive). The second process derives test
frames by tracing the cause-effect graph backward. At this process, the tool precisely
implements Myers' method [Myers79].
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Two sample Z schemas were used to test the tool. The test frames were generated
correctly based on the method used. Despite the stated weaknesses and limitations of the
tools, the test results demonstrate the promising possibility for generating test data from Z
specifications.
5.2 Future Work
A prototype evaluation of the tool indicated a number ofweaknesses.
- The tool cannot read a Z schema directly; the schema should be converted into an all-
text specification.
- The tool can handle limited Z notations (e.g., it cannot handle universal and existential
quantifiers).
- The tool does not provide input syntax checking.
- The tool cannot handle 1,0, or M constraint relations among schema predicates.
The above list shows that improvements are needed mainly at the front-end of the tool.
The back-end of the tool will need small changes after the tool's front-end is improved.
Designing, implementing, and testing improvement to the tool to eliminate the
weaknesses should be considered as extensions of this work. They include the creation
of a graphical environment for editing Z schemas, the development of a better scanner,
and the addition of a parser for syntax checking. The generation of test cases from test
frames can also be a significant work to improve the tool's capability.
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A set of values (a domain) and a set of operations on those
values.
Software test case selection techniques that derive test cases
based on a software specification or the external behavior of
the software.
An input equivalence class or a diverse input condition.
A graph that links causes and effects.
A table in which each column specifies the causes
(conditions) under which the effects (actions) will take
place.
An output condition or a system transformation.
A test that uses all possible input values.
The use of mathematical notations, such as first-order logic
or set theory, to describe system specifications and software
designs together with the techniques of validation and
verification.
A system specification described by using a formal method.
Preconditions that always be true and are valid for all
operations of a system.
Postconditions that always be true and are valid for all
operations of a system.













Conditions that hold before an operation of a system IS
executed.
Statements that can be either true or false.
A two-dimensional graphical specification in Z, consisting
three components: name, signature, and predicate.
A schema component that specifies relationships by defining
equations and membership predicates over the entities that
are defined in the schema signature.
A schema component that contains various declarations that
introduce system entities.
A combination of specific input and output values derived
from each test frame to test the correctness of a software
module or system.
A combination of causes (input equivalence classes or a
diverse input condition) and effects (expected results) as a
frame for developing test data.
Software test case selection techniques that derive test cases
based on the internal structure of a software module or
system. Also known as Glass-Box Techniques.
A notation for formal specifications and designs that use the
mathematical disciplines of first-order logic and set theory
to model a system.
APPENDIXB
INPUT/OUTPUT LISTINGS
Two different inputs have been used to test the tool. The first input is the
converted schema of the CAddEntry schema as described in Chapter II. The second input
is a converted schema of a birthday data entry schema, AddBirthRecord, that is shown in
Figure 34 on the next page. Each input is stored in file "dtest" before the tool is run.
The tool output shows the input specification (the converted schema), the
traversals of the constructed cause-effect graph, the test frames, and the number of
computation for deriving the test frame. The tool outputs for the two cases are shown the
next pages following the AddBirthRecord schema. An illustration of the cause-effect
graph, which was drawn from the second case graph traversal outputs, is included at the
end of this appendix (Figure 35).
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AddBi,thRecord
Nan,e, Month: seq. of char.
Day, Year: N
known : P ld











(nlod(yeat'l/4) = 0 /\
day? =1..29 v
l11od(yeat'l/4) ¢ 0 /\
day? = 1..28) v
nJonth? E {Apr,May,Jwl,Sep,Nov} /\
day? = 1..30 v
month? E {Jan,Mar,Jul,Aug,Oct,Dec} /\
day? =1..31)
bit1h'= birth u tid? ~ {nan,e?,n,onth?,day?\,veat'l}}
rep! ='New record has been inserted') v
(icfl ~ known
birth'= bil1h
rep! = 'Unknown Id') v
(#nan,e? ¢ 1..20
birth'=birth





rep! ='hlvalid l11onth') v
(yeal'? ¢ 0.. 1995
birth'=bil1h
rep! ='hlvalid year') v
(month? =Feb /\
(111od(yeat'l/4) = 0 /\
day? ¢ 1..29 v
mod(vea,.?/4) ¢ 0 /\
day? ¢ 1..28) v
month? E {Apr,May,Jwl,Sep,Nov} /\
day? ¢ 1..30 v
n,onth? E {JaIl,Mar,Jul,Aug,Oct,Dec} /\
day? ¢ 1..31
bi11h'=bil1h





dom telephones subseteq members &
dom telephones' subseteq members' &
((name? in members &
name? mapsto newnumber? notin telephones &
telephones' = telephones union name? mapsto newnumber? &
members' = members &
rep! = 'Okay') I
(name? notin members &
telephones' = telephones &
members' = members &
rep! = 'Not a member') I
( name? mapsto newnumber? in telephones &
telephones' = telephones &
members' = members &
rep! = 'Entry already exists'))
The graph forward traversals starting from a cause node:
=======================================================
(INV CAUSE, 1) ((AND, 1) ((INV EFFECT, 1) ), (AND, 4) ( (EFFECT, S), (EFFECT, 3),
(EFFECT,7)), (AND, 3) ((EFFECT,S), (EFFECT,3), (EFFECT,6)), (AND,S)
((EFFECT,2), (EFFECT,3), (EFFECT,4)}}
(CAUSE, 2) ((AND,2) ((AND,S) ((EFFECT,2), (EFFECT,3), (EFFECT,4))),-(AND,3)
((EFFECT,S), (EFFECT,3), (EFFECT,6)))
(CAUSE, 3) (- (AND, 2) ( (AND, S) ( (EFFECT, 2) , (EFFECT, 3) , (EFFECT, 4) ) ) ,
(AND, 4) ((EFFECT,S), (EFFECT,3), (EFFECT,7)))
** Node representation: [negation/-] «node type>, <sequence number»
The graph backward traversals starting from an effect node:
==========================================================
(INV_EFFECT, 1) ((AND, l) ((INV_CAUSE, I)} }
(EFFECT,2) ((AND,S) ((AND,2) ((CAUSE,2) ((R,1}),-(CAUSE,3) ((R,l})),
(INV_CAUSE, 1) ) )
(EFFECT, 3) ((AND,3) (-(CAUSE,2) ((R,l)), (INV CAUSE,l)), (AND,4) ((CAUSE,3)
((R,l)), (INV CAUSE,l)), (AND,S) ((AND,2) ((CAUSE,2) ((R,1)),-(CAUSE,3)
( (R, 1) ) ) , (INV_CAUSE, 1) ) )
(EFFECT, 4) ((AND,S) ((AND,2) ((CAUSE,2) ((R,1)),-(CAUSE,3) ((R,l))),
(INV_CAUSE, 1) ) )
(EFFECT,S) ((AND,3) (-(CAUSE,2) ((R,l)), (INV CAUSE,l)), (AND, 4) ((CAUSE,3)
((R,l)), (INV_CAUSE,l))) -
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(EFFECT, 6) ((AND, 3) (- (CAUSE,2) ((R, 1)), (INV_CAUSE, 1)))
(EFFECT, 7) ( (AND, 4) ( (CAUSE, 3) ( (R, 1) ) , (INV_CAUSE, 1) ) )
** Node representation: [negation/-] «node type>, <sequence number»
The graph cause constraint connections:
=======================================
(R,l) ((CAUSE,2) (CAUSE, 3) )
** Node representation: [negation/-] «node type>, <sequence number»
True-Effect Test Frames:
========================
Frame No. ******* Cause No. ******* ******* Effect No. ********
1 2 3 1 2 3 4 S 6 7
----------------------------------------------------------------
1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
2 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0
3 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
Causes:
1 dom telephones subseteq members
2 name? in members
3 name? mapsto newnumber? in telephones
Effects:
1 dom telephones' subseteq members'
2 telephones' = telephones union name? mapsto newnumber?
3 members' = members
4 rep! = 'Okay'
S telephones' = telephones
6 rep! 'Not a member'




d Don't care (Either TRUE or FALSE)









(id? in known &
#name? = 1 .. 30 &
birth year? = 0 .. 1995 &
(birth month? = Feb &
(mod(birth year?/4) = 0 &
birth day?-= 1 .. 29 I
mod (bIrth_year?/4) not= 0 &
birth day? = 1 .. 28) I
birth-month? in {Apr,May, Jun, Sep,Nov} &
birth-day? = 1 .. 30 I
birth-month? in {Jan,Mar,Jul,Aug,Oct,Dec} &
birth-day? = 1 .. 31) &
birth'-= birth union tid? mapsto
{name?,birth month?,birth day?,birth year?}} &
rep! = 'New record has been inserted') I
id? notin known &
birth' = birth &
rep! = 'Unknown Id'
#name? not= 1 .. 30 &
birth' = birth &
rep! = 'Invalid name' I
birth month? not= Feb &
birth-month? notin {Apr,May, Jun, Sep,Nov} &
birth-month? notin {Jan,Mar,Jul,Aug,Oct,Dec} &
birth' = birth &
rep! = 'Invalid birth month'
birth year? not= 0 .. 1995 &
birth' = birth &
rep! = 'Invalid birth year'
(birth month? = Feb &
(mod(birth year?/4) = 0 &
birth day?-not= 1 .. 29 I
mod (bIrth year?/4) not= 0 &
birth_day? not= 1 .. 28) I
birth month? in {Apr,May,Jun,Sep,Nov} &
birth-day? not= 1 .. 30 I
birth-month? in {Jan,Mar,Jul,Aug,Oct,Dec} &
birth-day? not= 1 .. 31) &
birth'-= birth &
rep! = 'Invalid birth day'
The graph forward traversals starting from a cause node:
=======================================================
(CAUSE, 1) ((AND, 1) ((EFFECT, 1), (EFFECT,2)),- (AND, 9) ((EFFECT, 3),
(EFFECT, 4) ) )
(CAUSE, 2) ( (AND, 1) ( (EFFECT, 1) , (EFFECT, 2) ) , - (AND, 10) ( (EFFECT, 3) ,
(EFFECT,S)))
(CAUSE, 3) ((AND,I) ((EFFECT,I), (EFFECT,2)),-(AND,12) ((EFFECT,3),
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(EFFECT, 7) ) )
(CAUSE, 4) ( (AND, 2) ( (OR, 6) ( (AND, 1) ( (EFFECT, 1), (EFFECT, 2) ) ) ), - (AND, 11)
( (EFFECT, 3), (EFFECT, 6) ), (AND, 13) ( (OR, 17) ( (EFFECT, 3), (EFFECT, 8))) )
(CAUSE,S) ((AND,3) ((OR,4) ((AND,2) ((OR,6) ((AND,l) ((EFFECT, 1),
(EFFECT,2)}}))),-(AND,S) ((OR,4) ((AND,2) ((OR,6) ((AND,l) ((EFFECT,l),
(EFFECT, 2)) ) ) ) ), (AND, 14) ((OR, IS) ( (AND, 13) ((OR, 17) ( (EFFECT, 3),
(EFFECT,8})})),-(AND,16) ((OR,lS) ((AND,13) ((OR,17) ((EFFECT,3),
(EFFECT, 8) ) ) ) ) )
(CAUSE, 6) ((AND,3) ((OR,4) ((AND,2) ((OR,6) ((AND,l) ((EFFECT,l),
(EFFECT, 2) ) )) ) ), - (AND, 14) ( (OR, 1S) ( (AND, 13) ((OR, 17) ( (EFFECT, 3),
(EFFECT, 8) ) ) ) ) )
(CAUSE, 7) ((AND,S) ((OR,4) ((AND,2) ((OR,6) ((AND,l) ((EFFECT,l),
(EFFECT,2))))}),-(AND,16) ((OR,lS) ((AND,13) ((OR,17) ((EFFECT,3),
(EFFECT, 8) ) ) ) ) )
(CAUSE, B) ( (AND, 7) ( (OR, 6) ( (AND, 1) ( (EFFECT, 1) , (EFFECT, 2) ) ) ) , - (AND, 11)
( (EFFECT, 3) , (EFFECT, 6) ) , (AND, 18) ( (OR, 1 7) ( (EFFECT, 3) , (EFFECT, 8) ) ) )
(CAUSE, 9) ((AND,7) ((OR,6) ((AND,l) ((EFFECT,1), (EFFECT, 2) ))) ,-(AND,18)
( (OR, 1 7) ( (EFFECT, 3) , (EFFECT, 8) ) ) )
(CAUSE, 10) ((AND,8) ((OR,6) ((AND,l) ((EFFECT,l), (EFFECT,2)})),
- (AND, ll) ( (EFFECT, 3) , (EFFECT, 6) ) , (AND, 19) ( (OR, 17) ( (EFFECT, 3) ,
(EFFECT,8))))
(CAUSE, 11) ((AND,8) ((OR,6) ((AND,l) ((EFFECT,l), (EFFECT,2)})),
-(AND,19) ((OR,17) ((EFFECT,3), (EFFECT,8))))
** Node representation: [negation/-] «node type>, <sequence number»
The graph backward traversals starting from an effect node:
(EFFECT, 1) ((AND,l) ((CAUSE,l), (CAUSE,2), (CAUSE,3), (OR,6) ((AND,2)
((CAUSE,4) ((E,2)}, (OR,4) ((AND,3) ((CAUSE,S), (CAUSE, 6) ((R,l),
(R,3), (R,4))), (AND,S) (-(CAUSE,S), (CAUSE, 7) ((R,l), (R,3), (R,4))))),
(AND, 7) ((CAUSE, 8) ((E, 2)), (CAUSE, 9) ( (R, 3), (R, 4))), (AND, B) ((CAUSE, 10)
((E,2)), (CAUSE, 11) ((R,4))))))
(EFFECT, 2) ((AND,l) ((CAUSE, 1), (CAUSE, 2) , (CAUSE, 3) , (OR,6) ((AND,2)
((CAUSE,4) ((E,2)), (OR,4) ((AND,3) ((CAUSE,S), (CAUSE, 6) ((R,l),
(R, 3), (R, 4)) ), (AND, S) (- (CAUSE, S), (CAUSE, 7) ( (R, 1), (R, 3), (R, 4)))) ),
(AND,7) ((CAUSE,B) ((E,2)}, (CAUSE, 9) ((R,3), (R,4))), (AND, B) ((CAUSE,lO)
((E,2)), (CAUSE,ll) ((R,4))))))
(EFFECT, 3) ((AND,9) (-(CAUSE,l)), (AND, 10) (-(CAUSE,2)), (AND,ll)
(-(CAUSE,4) ((E,2)),-(CAUSE,B) ((E,2)),-(CAUSE,10) ((E,2))), (AND, 12)
(-(CAUSE,3)), (OR,17) ((AND,13) ((CAUSE,4) ((E,2)), (OR,lS) ((AND,14)
((CAUSE,S),-(CAUSE,6) ((R,l), (R,3), (R,4))), (AND, 16) (-(CAUSE,S),
- (CAUSE, 7) ( (R, 1), (R, 3), (R, 4)) ) ) ), (AND, 18) ((CAUSE, 8) ((E, 2)),
-(CAUSE, 9) ((R,3), (R,4))), (AND, 19) ((CAUSE,lO) ((E,2)),-(CAUSE,11)
( (R, 4) ) ) ) )
(EFFECT, 4) ((AND,9) (-(CAUSE,l)))
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(EFFECT,S) ((AND,lO) (-(CAUSE,2)))
(EFFECT, 6) ((AND,ll) (-{CAUSE,4) ({E,2)),-{CAUSE,B) ({E,2)),-(CAUSE,10)
( (E, 2) ) ) )
(EFFECT, 7) { (AND, 12) {- (CAUSE, 3) ) )
(EFFECT, 8) ({OR,17) ((AND,13) ({CAUSE,4) ((E,2)), (OR,lS) ({AND,14)
((CAUSE,S),-(CAUSE,6) ((R,l), (R,3), (R,4))), (AND, 16) (-(CAUSE,S),
- (CAUSE, 7) {(R, 1), (R, 3), (R, 4) ) )) ), (AND, 18) ( (CAUSE, 8) ( (E, 2) ),
- (CAUSE, 9) ((R, 3), (R, 4)) ), (AND, 19) ( (CAUSE, 10) ({E, 2)}, - (CAUSE, 11)
{ (R, 4) ) ) ) )
** Node representation: [negation/-] «node type>, <sequence number»
The graph cause constraint connections:
(R, 1) ((CAUSE, 6) (CAUSE, 7) )
(E, 2) ( (CAUSE, 4) (CAUSE, 8) , (CAUSE, 10) )
(R, 3) {(CAUSE, 9) (CAUSE, 6), (CAUSE, 7) )
(R,4) ((CAUSE,11) (CAUSE,6), (CAUSE,7}, (CAUSE,9))




Frame No. ******* Cause No. ******* ******* Effect No. ********
1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
9 10 11
----------------------------------------------------------------
1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1
2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1
3 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1
4 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1
S 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 1
6 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 1




8 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 1
9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 1
10 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 1
11 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
1 0 1
12 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
d 0 d
13 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
1 0 1
14 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
1 0 1
15 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
0 1 0
16 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
0 1 0
17 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0
18 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0
19 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0




1 id? in known
2 #name? = 1 .. 30
3 birth year? = 0 .. 1995
4 birth-month? = Feb
5 mod (bIrth_year?/4) = 0
6 birth_day? = 1 .. 29
7 birth day? = 1 .. 28
8 birth-month? in {Apr,May,Jun,Sep,Nov}
9 birth=day? = 1 .. 30
10 birth month? in {Jan,Mar,Jul,Aug,Oct,Dec}
11 birth=day? 1 .. 31
Effects:
1 : birth'
birth union lid? mapsto
{name?,birth month?,birth day?,birth year?}}
2 rep! = 'New record has been-inserted'
3 birth' = birth
4 rep! 'Unknown Id'
5 rep! 'Invalid name'
6 rep! 'Invalid birth month'
7 rep! 'Invalid birth year'




d Don't care (Either TRUE or FALSE)
The Number of Computations:
Zeroes-AND Computations 170
Non Zeroes-AND Computations 428
58
Legend:
Ex: E constraint; Rx: R constraint; cx: cause; ex: effect; ix: intermediate;
x: sequence number for each node type




The source code of the tool is stored in two files: z.h and Z.c. File z.h contains the
data definitions and the structure declarations; File Z.c contains the procedure codes. The





This file contains the definition of data and the declaration of structures






#define E 3 /* Exclusive constraint */
#define R 4 /* Requires constraint */
#define RR 5 /* Similar predicate indicator */
#define CAUSE 10
#define INV CAUSE 11 /* State invariant cause */
#define EFFECT 20
'define INV EFFECT 21 /* State invariant effect */
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typedef struct graph link
int negation; -
struct graph node *node;
struct graph:link *next;
LINK;
/ * The node type:
1: AND intermediate node
2: OR intermediate node
3: E constraint node
4: R constraint node
10: Cause node
11: Invariant cause node
20: Effect node
21: Invariant effect node */
/* The sequence node number * /
/* The node scope level */
*bakw;
/* Pointer to the first forward and
backward links */
/* Pointer to the next sequence similar node */
/* Link negation:
0: NOT link
1: IDENTITY link */
/* Pointer to an adjacent node */
typedef struct graph header




int ncause, ninter, neffect:
/*
} GRAPH;
Pointer to the first cause node */
Pointer to the first effect node */
Pointer to the first rightmost intermediate
node */
Pointer to the first constraint node */
The number of cause, intermediate, and
effect node */
typedef struct str 80
char str[BO]; -
STR_BO;
/* String of 80 characters */
typedef struct value_boundary {
int bound_type; /* The type of boundary */
int n elm; /* The element number of the value list */
STR BO *strlist; /* Pointer to a string value list */
float *n~ist; /* Pointer to a numeric value list */
float lower; /* The lower boundary value */
float upper; /* The upper boundary value */
char val_type [5] ; /* The boundary value type */
BOUND_ELM;
typedef struct cause effect record {
int number; - - /* The sequence number of cause or effect
predicates */
char pred-part[3] [BO]; /* The three predicate parts */
BOUND ELM *boundary; /* Pointer to a variable boundary record */
struct cause effect record *next;
- - /* Pointer to the next cause (precondition)/














/* The precondition (cause) and postcondition
(effect) table header */
/* Pointer to the first precondition predicate
record */
/* Pointer to the first postcondition predicate
record */
/* The tree predicate parts */
/* The type and scope level of the predicate */
/* The type and scope level of a logical
connective qperator */
typedef struct scqpe_node /* The element of the list of the scope level
of the rightmost intermediate nodes * /
int scqpei /* The scope level */
GRPNODE *nodei /* Pointer to an intermediate node */
struct scope node *previ /* Pointer to the previous element */
struct scqpe=node *nexti /* Pointer to the next element */
SCOPENODEi




/* Pointer to the first list element */
/* Pointer to the last list element */
int *effecti /*
struct test frame *nexti /*
TEST_FRAMEi











the array of cause node values */
the array of intermediate node
the array of intermediate node
status */
the array of effect node values */
the next test frame */
typedef struct test list
TEST FRAME *head; /* Pointer to the first test frame */
TEST FRAME *tail; /* Pointer to the last test frame */
struot test_list *next; /* Pointer to the next test fame list */
TEST LIST;
typedef struct constraint element {
int node no; - 1* The related cause node number *1
int type; 1* The constraint type *1
struct constraint element *next;
- /* Pointer to the next constraint element */
typedef struct constraint list {
CST ELM *head; - 1* Pointer to the first constraint element *1
CST ELM *tail; /* Pointer to the last constraint element *1
CST_LIST;
typedef struct constrained causes element {
GRPNODE *node; /* Pointer to a constrained cause node *1
struct constrained causes element *next;
- I*-pointer to the next element *1
typedef struct constrained cause list {
CC ELM *head; -1* Pointer to the first constrained cause element *1


























void mk link () ;
void place inter node() ;




void set_value_list() ; /*
void set single value() ; /*
void set-range Va.lues () ; / *





void print spec(); /* Print the tool input ./
void construct graph() ; /* Construct a cause-effect graph ./
int scan_schema~redicate(); /* Scan a schema predicate and the following
connective operator */
/* Look a predicate record up in a predicate
table */
/* Examine the negation of a predicate */
/* Insert a new record to the predicate
tab~e */
/* Derive the boundary value of a variable
declared in a predicate ./
Set a boundary value ~ist * /
Set a single boundary value */
Set a boundary range va~ue */
Allocate a boundary e~ement * /
Add a cause or an effect node in a cause-
effect graph */
/* Create a graph node */
/. Link a graph node to the other node * /
/* Place/insert a new intermediate node */
/* Remove an ineffective intermediate node */
/. Count the number of forward/backward links
of a node */
void maintain rightmost inter s~list();
- - - /* Add a new element to the rightmost inter-
mediate node list * /
void arrange rightmost inter links() ;
- - - /* Arrange the links of the rightmost inter-
mediate nodes */
/* Copy the forward links of a node to
another node * /
/* Copy the backward links of a node to
another node */
/* Subroutine to copy the node links */
void rm forw link() ; /* Remove the forward links of a node */
void rm-bakw-link(); /* Remove the backward links of a node */
void sub rm link(); /* Subroutine to remove a node links */
void replace_rightmost_inter(); /* Replace one of the rightmost intermediate
node with the new one */
/* Remove one of the rightmost intermediate
nodes */
CST LIST* search constraints(); /* Search any constraint relation of a node */
void add constraInt list() ; /* Add a constraint list element */
int cOuPare_bOUndary(); /* Compare the boundary of a variable
declared in two different predicates */
/* Subroutine 1 to compare a variable
boundaries * /
/* Subroutine 2 to compare a variable
boundaries */
/* Subroutine 3 to compare a variable
boundaries */
/* Subroutine 4 to compare a variable
boundaries */
/* Subroutine 5 to compare a variable
boundaries */
/* Subroutine 6 to compare a variable
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void print_graph() ;
TEST LIST *alloc test list() ;




void derive node input values(); /*
int derive-one Input node val();
- - - - /* Derive a node input value */
int examine_forward_conflict(); /* Examine any conflict on a forward value
transformation */
int derive effected node values() ;
- - - /* Derive the value of effect nodes */
int derive false AND input values() ;
- - - - /* Derive the input value combinations of an
AND node */
int derive true OR input values();
- - - - /* Derive the input value combinations of an
OR node */
int set zeroes AND input values();
- - - - /* Set a node input value combination effecting
all zeroes AND node input values */
void search constrained causes() ;
- /* Find constraint causes in a graph */
int set zeroes AND cause values() ;
- - - - /* Set the cause value combination effecting
all zeroes AND node input values */
int reset constrained cause values();
- - /* Reset the value of a graph constraint node
values */
void derive other rightmost inter values () ;
- - - 7* Derive the value of the other rightmost
intermediate node other than the first
derived node * /
int derive one rightmost inter val () ;
- - - - /* Derive the value of one of the rightmost
intermediate nodes */
void remove test frame duplication();
- - - /* Remove any test frame duplication */
TEST FRAME *delete test frame(); /* Delete a test frame */
VOid-derive_effect:values(); /* Derive the values of a graph effect
nodes */




/* Search all values of one string list in
another string list */
/* Search all values of one numeric values in
another numeric list * /
void add constraint nOde_link(); /* Add a constraint node to a cause-effect
graph */
GRPNODE* search_existing_cst(); /* Search a constraint relation in a cause-
effect graph */
void remove inter node duplication() ;
- - - /* Remove any intermediate node duplication */
int compare_two_inter(); /* Compare the backward links of two inter-
mediate node */
/* Print the traversals of a cause-effect
graph */
/* Print the forward traversals of a cause-
effect graph */
/* Print the backward traversals of a cause-
effect graph */
void print graph node() ; /* Print a graph node */
TEST_LIST *derive_test_frame(); /* Derive test frames from a cause-effect
graph */
TEST LIST *trace one rightmost inter backward();
- - - /* Trace a cause-effect graph starting from
one of the rightmost intermediate nodes * /
/* ~locate a test list header */
/* Add a test frame to a test list */
/* Copy the element values of one test frame
to another test frame */
void trace_one_node_backward(); /* Trace a graph backward one step from a
graph node */




int compute 0=0; /* Normal derivation computation */
int comput~l=O; /* ~l zeroes AND inputs computation */
/*******************************************************************************
* MAIN()









/* Input file */
/* Cause-effect graph */
/* Predicates table * /
/* Test frame lists */
/*--------------------------------------------------------------
* qpen the input file
*/
if «fp=fopen(ndtest",nrn» NULL) {
printf(n\nCan not open input file\nn);
ex1t(l) ;
/*--------------------------------------------------------------
* Set the initial value of the graph and the table elements
*/
graph. cause = NULL;
graph. effect = NULL;
graph. constraint = NULL;




table. cause = NULL;
table. effect = NULL;
/*--------------------------------------------------------------
* The main processes
*/
print spec (n dtestn) ; /* Print the specification */
construct_graph (fp, &graph, &table);
/* Construct the cause-effect graph */
print graph (&graph) ; /* Print the cause-effect graph */
true test=derive test frame(&graph, 1);
- - - /* Derive the test frames */
print_test_frame(true_test, &graph, &table, 1);
/* Print the test frames */
/*******************************************************************************
* VOID ~NT_SPEC()










* VOID CONSTRUCT GRAPH()
* This procedure-is used to construct the cause-effect graph by scanning
* the schema predicate of the Z specification and adding the graph components
* for each scanning of a predicate and any operator that follows the predi-
* cate.
*******************************************************************************/











/* Predicate operator */
/* Cause/effect node number */
/* Cause constraints list */
while (scan_schema~redicate(fp,&pred, &oper» {
/* Loop for adding the graph components
while there is a scanned predicate */
if «node number=lookup table (table, pred» == 0) {
- - /* The scanned predicate is not in the table
yet */
node number = insert table(table, pred);
if (pred. type == EFFECT I I pred. type == INV EFFECT)
/* The scanned predicate is an effect
predicate */
(graph->neffect)++;
add_cause_effect_node(graph, pred, node_number, oper, 1);
}
else {
/* The scanned predicate is a cause
predicate */
(graph->ncause)++;
add cause effect nod.e(graph, pred, node number, oper, 1);
if (graph~>ncause> 1 && strchr(pred.part[O], '?') != NULL) {
/* The process for searching constraints of
the cause node and adding the graph
constraint components */




else /* The scanoedpredicate is alread¥ in the
table */
add. cause effect_node(graph, pred, node_number, oper, 0);
}
remove inter node duplication(graph);
- - - /* Remove any intermediate node
duplication */
/*******************************************************************************
* INT SCAN SCBBMA PRBDICATE()
* This procedure Is used to scan a predicate and any operator that follows
* the pred1cate from the input specification. The procedure returns 1 if a






int i, j, ipart=O;
char str[80], temp[80];
static int curr scope=O;
int prev~red=type=o;
/* Counters */
/* Working and temporary string */
/* CUrrent predicate or operator scope */
/* Previous predicate type */
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/*--------------------------------------------------------------





for (i=O; i<=2; 1++) memset(predicate->part[i],'\O' ,80);
whi1e( fscanf(fp, "%s", str) ,= EOF I I ipart ,= 0) {
/* Lo~ for getting a predicate and any operator
that fo11ows the predicate by scanning a
str~ng from the input */
if (1part==O && (strcmp(str, "1n")=0 II strcmp(str, "notin")=O II
strcmp (str , "=" ) ===0 I I strcmp (str , "not=" ) -==0 I I
strcmp(str,"subset")-O II strcmp(str,"notsubset")===:O II
strcmp(str,"subseteqU)==O I I strcmp(str,"notsubseteq")-==O» {
/* The fo11owing are processes if a comparison
or membership ~erator is scanned:
Copies the string to the second predicate
part





/* The fo11owinq processes are accomp1ished if
the end of the first predicate part is






/* The end of the first predicate part is not
decorated with a prime or exc1amation mark */
if (strchr(predicate->part[O],'?') NULL)
/* If the end of the first predicate part is not






/* The fo11owing processes are accomp1ished if
a comparison or membership operator is not
scanned */
if (str[O]!='&' && str[O]!='1 '&& str[O]!='\O') {
/* The fo11owing are processes if a predicate
~erator and the end of 1ine is not scanned:
- Decrease the predicate and ~erator scope
if the first character of the string is
~en bracket
- Copy the string into the appropriate
predicate part
*/
whi1e (str[O]=' (') {
/* Loop for decreasing the predicate and ~erator






if (predicate->part[ipart][O] != '\0') {










/* The fol.lowing are processes if a predicate
operator or the end of line is scanned:
- Set the operator type
- Increase the operator scope if the end of
the string is a cl.ose bracket





if (str[O]=' I ')
operator->type = OR;
whil.e (predicate->part[2] [j=strl.en(predicate->part[2])-1] = ') '){











* INT LOOKUP_TABLE ()
* This procedure is used to search for a predicate in the predicate tabl.e.
* If the same predicate is found, the procedure returns the sequence number
* of the same predicate. If the negation of the predicate is found, the
* procedure returns the negation number of the negation predicate.






TBL REC *search; /* CUrrent predicate in the table */
TBL REC *templ, *temp2; /* Working records */
int match=O, /* Match indicator * /
no, /* The sequence predicate number */
negation=O, /* Negation indicator */
cause_rec=O; /* Cause record indicator */
/*--------------------------------------------------------------
* Return 0 if the predicate table is empty
*/
if «pred. type=CAUSE II pred. type=INV_CAUSE) && table->cause=NULL II
(pred. type=EFFECT I I pred. type=INV_EFFECT) && table->effect=NULL)
return (O)i
/*--------------------------------------------------------------
* Initialize the current table predicate to be compared
*/









/* Searching loop */
if (strcmp(search->pred-part[O], pred.part[O])==O) {
/* If the first part of the two predicate are the
same */
if (strcmp(search->pred-part[2], pred.part[2])==O)
/* If the third part of the two predicate are the
same */
if (strcmp(search->pre~art[l],pred.part[l])==O)




/* If the second part of the two predicates are
not the same, examine the negation between
these parts */
match = examine_negation(search->pre~art[l], pred.part[l])i
else
if (strcmp(search->pred-part[l], pred.part[l])==O II
strcmp(search->pre~art[l],"inn)==O &&
strstr(pred.part[l], "in") '=NULL) {
/* If the second part of the two predicate are the
same or the two predicate are specify the set
membership, compare the boundaries of the
variable specified by the two predicates. If
the two boundaries are the same, the same or
the negation of the predicate is found. */
















/* compare the two boundaries */
if (compare boundary (temp1->boundary, temp2- >boundary) RR)





















whi~e (match=O && search!= NULL) ;








* INT EXAMINE NEGATION()
* This procedure is used to examine the negation between two comparison or
* set membership operators. If one operator is the negation of the other,
* then the procedure returns 2. Otherwise the procedure returns O.
*******************************************************************************/
1nt examine negation(pred search, pred in)
char *pre~earch, *pred_1n; -
{
if (strncmp(pred search, "in" ,2)=0 && strncmp(pred in, "notin" ,5)=0 II
strncmp (pred search,"=" , 1) ==0 && strncmp (pred in," not=" , 4) ==0 I I
strncmp(pred-search,">" ,1)=0 && strncmp(pred-in,"<=" ,2)=0 II
strncmp(pred-search, "<=,, ,2)=0 && strncmp(pred in, ">,, ,1)=0 II
strncmp(pred-search, ">=,, ,2)==0 && strncmp(pred-in, "<,, ,1)==0 II






* INT INSERT TABLE ()
* This procedure is used to insert a new record (predicate) into the predicate
* table. If the new record is same as the input predicate, the procedure
* returns the sequence number of the new record. If the new record is the
* negation of the input predicate, then the procedure returns the negation







TBL_REC *prev, *curr, *new;
int negation-O;
/* Previous, current, and new record */
/* Negation indicator */
/*--------------------------------------------------------------
* ~locate a new record and stores the first and third predicate
* parts
*/






* store the second predicate part
*/
if (strncmp(pred.part[11,"not",3)=O) {
/* If the beginning of the second part of the
input predicate is a string "not", then








* The insertion of a new record into the cause or effect table
*/
if «pred. type==CAUSE I I pred. type==INV CAUSE) &&
(curr = tabl.e->cause) NULL II -
(pred. type===EFFECT I I pred. type==INV EFFECT) &&
(curr = table->effect) NULL) { -
/* The cause or effect table is empty */
if (pred. type==CAUSE I I pred. type==INV CAUSE)
/* Insert the new record into the cause table,











/* Insert the new record into the effect
table, if the predicate type is EFFECT */
/* Sets the new record number */
/* The insertion of the new record if the
table is not empty */




} while (curr ! == NULL) ;
prev->next = new;
new->number == prev->number + 1:
if (pred.type==CAUSE)
/* If the predicate is a cause predicate,
set any variable val.ue boundaries stated
in the cause predicate */
/*--------------------------------------------------------------







* VOID DERIVE VAL BOUNDARIES ()
* This procedure Is used to add the table record with any variable boundary





if (strstr(rec->predyart[l], "in") !=NULL &&
strncmp(rec->predyart[2], "{", 1)=0)
/* If the variable (stored as the first
predicate part) is a set member, call the
procedure to set the list of the member */
set_value_list(rec) ;
else
if (strcmp(rec->predyart[l], "=")=0 &&
strstr(rec->predyart[2]," .. If) NULL)
/* If the variable is equal to a certain
value, call the procedure to store the
value */
set single value (rec) ;
else - -
if (atof(rec->predyart[2]) !=O II
strcmp(rec->predyart[2], "0")=0 II
(strcmp(rec->predyart[l], "=")==0 &&
strstr (rec->predyart [2] , " .. ") !=NULL) )
/* If the variable is in a certain value
range, call procedure to store the lower
and/or the upper boundary value(s) */
set range values(rec);
else - -
if (strcmp(rec->predyart[l] ,"in")=O &&
(strcmp(rec->predyart[2], "R")=O II
strcmp(rec->predyart[2] , "Z")==O II
strcmp(rec->predyart[2], "N")=O II
strcmp(rec->predyart[2], "Nl")==O» {
/* If the variable value is in a certain
number type, stores the boundary type * /
rec->boundary = alloc boundary elm(6);
str~y(rec->boundary->Val_type~rec->predyart[2]) ;
/*******************************************************************************
* VOID SET VALUE LIST()
* This procedure-is used to derive and record the member list of a value
* set.
*******************************************************************************/




char set[BO], str[BO], *p;
int i=O, n;
/* Working strings and a character pointer */
/* Counters */
/*--------------------------------------------------------------




for (p==strtok(set,","), n=l; p != NULL; n++)
p = strtok('\O', ",");
/*--------------------------------------------------------------






* The process to set the member list
*/
if (atof(p) = 0 && strcmp(set, "0") != 0) {
/* The following processes are accomplished
if the value set is a set of strings */
rec->boundary = alloc boundary elm(l) ;
rec->boundary->strlist= (STR_BO *) malloc (n * sizeof(STR_BO»;
do {
/ * Loop to obtain a member of the set and to
store the member as the boundary list
element */
strcpy(str,p) ;
while (strncmp(str," ",l)=O)strcpy(str, str+l);
while (str[strlen(str)-l]= , ') str[strlen(str)-l]='\O';
strcpy(rec->boundary->strlist[i].str, str);





/* The following processes are accomplished
if the value set is a set of numbers */
rec->boundary = alloc boundary elm(2) ;
rec->boundary->n~ist= (float-*) malloc (n * sizeof(float»;
do {
/* Loop to obtain a member of the set and to
store the member as the boundary list
element */
rec->boundary->n~ist[i]=atof(p);
if (strcmp(rec->boundary->val type, "N")=O && strstr(p,". ") !=NULL)
strcpy(rec->boundary->val type,"R");








* VOID SET SINGLE VALUE ()
* This procedure Is used to derive and record the value of the variable
* stated in the predicate.
*******************************************************************************/
void set single value(rec)
TBL REC .rec; -
{ -
if (atof(rec->pred-part[2)== 0 &&
strcmp(rec->prec:l-Part[2], "0") !=O) {
/* The value is a string */
rec->boundary = alloc boundary elm(l) ;




/* The value is a number */
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rec->boundary
rec->boundary->n~ist= (float *) malloc (sizeof(float»;
*rec->boundary->nu~1st=atof(rec->pre~art[2]);
if (strcmp(rec->boundary->val type,"N")=O &&
strstr(rec->predyart[2] ,';". ") !=NULL)
strcpy(rec->boundary->val_type,"R");
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rec->boundary->n_elm = 1; /* Set the element number of the boundary
list */
/*******************************************************************************
* VOID SET RANGE VALUES ()
* This procedure-is used to derive and record the lower and/or upper





char *p, str[BO], lower_str[40], upper_str[40];
float upper, lower;
if (strcmp(rec->predyart[l], ">")=0) {
/* Set the lower boundary if the comparison
operator is ">,, */







/* Set the upper boundary if the comparison
operator is "<,, */






if (strcmp(rec->pre~art[l], ">=")=0) {
/* Set the lower boundary if the comparison
operator is ">=,, */
rec->boundary = alloc boundary elm(3);
rec->boundary->lower=-atof(rec~>pre~art[2]);
if (strstr(rec->pre~art[2],".")!=NULL)
strcpy (rec->boundary->va.l_type, "R") ;
}
else
if (strcmp(rec->predyart[l], "<=")=0) {
/* Set the upper boundary if the comparison




strcpy (rec->boundary->val_type, "R") ;
}
else
/* Observe the lower and upper boundary of
the range stated in the third predicate
part */
strcpy(str, rec->pre~art[2]);
p = strtok(str, " .. ");
strcpy(lower str, p);
strcpy(str, rec->pre~art[2]);
strqpy(upper str, str+str1en(1ower str) +2) ;
lower = atof(1ower str) ; -
upper = atof(upper-str) ;
if «1ower != ° II-strcmp(lower str,"O")=O) &&
(upper != 0 II strcmp(upper-str,"O")=O» {
/* Set the 10wer and upper boundary if the
third part of the predicate is a range of
numbers */





strcpy (rec->boundary->va.1_type, "R") ;
/*******************************************************************************
* BOUND ELM *ALLOC BOUNDARY ELM()
* This procedure is used to-a11ocate and initia1ize a boundary e1ement of a
* record of the cause predicate tab1e.
*******************************************************************************/
BOUND ELM *a11oc boundary e1m(bound type)
int bound_type; - - -
{
BOUND_ELM *new;
new = (BOUND ELM *) ma.1loc (sizeof (BOUND_ELM»;
new->str1ist-= NULL;
new->n~ist = NULL;
new->bound type = bound type;
if (bound type=l) -
strcpy(new->va.l_type, "STR") ;
else
strcpy(new->val_type,"N");/* Defau1t numeric type */
return(new);
/*******************************************************************************
* VOID ADD CAUSE EFFECT NODE ()
* This procedure-is used to 1ink a new or an existing cause/effect (predicate)
* node with a new or an existing intermediate (operator) node of the cause-
* effect graph.
*******************************************************************************/
void add cause effect node(graph, pred, node number, oper, add node)





static GRPNODE *prev inter=NULL, *last cause=NULL,
*last=effect=NULL, *last_rightmost_inter=NULL,
*rightmost inter=NULL;
- /* Intermediate node that is connected to
(an) effect node(s) */
static SCOPELIST *rmd scope=NULL;
- /* Right most intermediate node scope list * /
static PRED prev~red;
static OPER prev oper;
int negation=O;-
GRPNODE *new_ce, *curr_ce, *new_inter, *curr_inter;
/*--------------------------------------------------------------
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* Set negation indicator
*/





* Determine the current cause/effect node to be linked
*/
if (add_node)
/* A new node is required */
new ce == create node(pred.type, node number, 0);
if (pred. type -= CAUSE I I pred. type== INV CAUSE) {




















/* Search an appropriate existing node to be
linked */




while (curr_ce->number != node_number) curr ce curr_ce->next;
/*--------------------------------------------------------------
* Determine the current intermediate node to be linked
*/
if (pred.type==INV CAUSE II pred.type==CAUSE && oper.type!-=NOOPER &&
(last cause==NtiLL II oper.type!=prev oper.type II
prevJred.type == EFFECT II prevyr;d.type == INV_EFFEC'l' II
pred.scope < preY oper.scope» {
- /* A new intermediate node is required */
(graph->ninter)++;
new_inter = create_node(oper.type,graph->ninter,oper.scope) ;
curr inter = new inter;
if (rightmost_inter==NULL II prevyred. type = EFFECT II




/* Use the previous node */
/*--------------------------------------------------------------
* Link the cause/effect and the intermediate nodes
*/
if (pred. type == CAUSE I I pred. type
/ * Link a cause node */
if (prev inter != NULL && prev inter != curr inter &&
prev~red.type == CAUSE) {- -
/* The previous node is a cause node and
the current and previous intermediate node
are different */
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if (pred.scope prev inter->scope && prev inter->type==AND){
-/* Link the current cause node with the
previous intermediate AND node; call a
procedure to link the current inte~ediate
node and the other intermediate nodes */




/* Link the current cause node with the
current intermediate node; Link the current
intermediate node and the previous
intermediate nodes */




/* The previous and current intermediate node




/* Link an effect node */
if (prev~red.type==CAUSE I I prev~red.type==INV_CAUSE) {
/* The following are processes if the previous
node is a cause node:
- Add an element to the graph rightmost
inte~ediate node list
- Remove any ineffective previous
intermediate AND node
- Add an element to the rightmost
intermediate scope list
*/
if (last rightmost inter==NULL)




maintain rightmost inter sqplist(&~ scope, rightmost_inter);
rightmost inter->scope =-prev oper.scope;
mk link(rlghtmost inter, curr-ce, negation);
- - /* Link the rightmost intermediate node and
the effect node */
if (rightmost inter != prev inter &&
count link number (prev Inter->bakw) ==1 &&
count=link=number(prev=inter->forw)==l &&
prev inter->type == prev inter->forw->node->type)
~-ineffect inter(prev-inter);
preY_inter ~ NULL; -
}
else
mk link(rightmost inter, curr ce, negation);
- - /* Link the rightmost intermediate node and
the effect node */
/*--------------------------------------------------------------
* Check if this is the last call for this procedure. If so,
* then call a procedure to arrange the rightmost intermediate
* node links. Otherwise, set the working variables.
*/
if (rmi scope->head != rmi scope->last && last rightmost inter->scope < 0 &&
oper. scope=O && oper-:-type=NOOPER) - -
arrange rightmost inter links (rmi scope, graph):
else {- - - -
if (prev inter != curr inter)
prev_lnter = curr_inter;




* GRPNODE* CREATE NODE ()
* This procedure Is used to allocate and initialize a new graph node.
*******************************************************************************/
GRPNODE* create_node (type, number, scope)
int type, number, scope;
{
GRPNODE *new;









* VOID MK LINK()
* This procedure is used to make two direction (forward and backward) links
* between two graph nodes.
*******************************************************************************/
void mJt link (node 1, node 2, negation)






* Make the forward link (from the node 1 to the node 2)
*/
new link = (LINK *) malloc (sizeof(LINK»:
new-linJt->negation = negation:
new-link->next = NULL;
if (node l->forw == NULL)
node l->forw = new link:
else { - -
curr = node l->forw:





* Make the backward link (from the node 2 to the node 1)
*/
new_link = (LINK *) malloc (sizeof(LINK»;
new_l1nJt->negation = negation:
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new link->next = NULL;
if (node 2->bakw = NULL)
node 2->bakw = new link;
else { - -
curr = node 2->bakw;






* VOID PLACE INTER NODE ()
• This procedure is used to arrange the links of a new intermediate node and
* the other intermediate nodes.
**************.****************************.*••*.***************.*.***********./
void place inter node(graph, leftmost inter, new, rightmost inter)
GRAPH* graph; - - -
GRPNODE *leftmost inter, *.new, *.rightmost inter;{- -
GRPNODE *curr, *prev;
/*--------------------------------------------------------------
• Search (an) intermediate node(s) in the graph to be linked with




while (curr->forw != NULL && (curr->scope < (*new) ->scope I I
curr->scope==(.new)->scope && (*new)->type==OR && curr->type-=AND»{
/* Loop while the scope of the inter node is
greater than the scope of the search node
and the next forward node is not NULL * /
preY = curr;
curr == curr->forw->node;
if «*new)->type==curr->type && (*new)->scope==curr->scope) {
/* The current and the new intermediate node
have the same scope and type; Free the






/. Insert the new inter node • /
if (curr->scope > (.new)->scope) {
/* The current intermediate node scope is
greater than the new inter mediate node
scope */





/* The current intermediate node scope is
less than the new intermediate node scope • /








* INT COUNT LINK NUMBER()
* This procedure-is used to count the number of one direction node links.
*******************************************************************************/










* VOID RM INEFFECT INTER()
* This procedure is used to remove an ineffective intermediate node that only
* be linked to one backward node and one forward node and the type of the
* node and the forward node are the same.
*******************************************************************************/











* VOID MAINTAIN RIGHTMOST INTER SCPLIST ()
* This procedure is used to add-a new element to the rightmost intermediate
* scope list.
*******************************************************************************/
void maintain rightmost inter sqplist(rmi scope, rightmost inter)





* ~locate and initialize a new scopelist element
*/
new sqp =(SCOPENODE *) malloc (sizeof(SCOPENODE»;
new:sqp->scope = rightmost_inter->scope;
new scp->node rightmost inter;
new:scp->next = NULL; -
/*
* Add the element to the end of the list
*/
if (*rmi_scope ~ NULL) {
/* The list is NULL */
*rmd scope - (SCOPELIST *) malloc (sizeof(SCOPELIST»;





/* The list is not NULL */
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new scp->prev = (*rmi scope) ->last;
(*rmd_scope)->last new_scp;
/*******************************************************************************
* VOID ARRANGE RIGHTMOST INTER LINKS ()
* This procedure is used-to arrange any link between any "global" rightmost
* intermediate node with any effected rightmost intermediate node. The right-
* most intermediate scopelist that records the working scope relation among
* the rightmost intermediate nodes is used to make this arrangement.
*******************************************************************************/




SCOPENODE *curr sc, *prev sc;
int done scope, bkw- c curr, bkw_ c_higher;
GRPNODE *new=rmi, *curr=rmd;
while (rmi_scope->head != NULL) {
/* Loop until the scope list is empty * /
/* Set the working variables; The current scope
element is the last element of the list. */
curr sc = rmi scope->last;
curr-rmi = curr sc->node;
- -done_scope = curr_sc->scope;
prev_sc = curr_sc;
/* Process loop to find any previous scope list
element that effects the current element, i.e.,
any previous element that has greater scope
number than the current element and the previous
effect elements; Based on their effect scopes,
link the intermediate nodes that are pointed to
by the current element with intermediate nodes
that are pointed to by the effect elements. */
do {
/* Search the effect element */
prev sc = prev sc->prev;
while (prev_sc-=>scope <= done_scope) prev_sc prev_sc->prev;
if (prev_sc->scope != prev_sc->prev->scope)
done_scope = prev_sc->scope;
/* Arrange the links necessary to connect the
rightmost intermediate node pointed to by the
current element and the rightmost intermediate
node pointed to by the effect element */
bkw c curr=count link number(curr rmi->bakw);
if «bkw c curr=count-link number(curr rmi->bakw» > -1) {
- - /* The current rightmOst intermediate node has more
than one backward links; Inserts the new
rightmost intermediate node between the current
right most intermediate node and the effect
node(s) that previously is/are connected to the
current rightmost intermediate node; Replace the
current rightmost intermediate node by the new
rightmost intermediate node */
(graph->ninter)++;
new rmi-create node(AND, graph->ninter, 0);
cp forw link (new rmi, curr rmi);
rm-forw-link(curr rmi) ; -
mk-11nk(curr rmi,-new rmi, 0);
replace_right'most_inter(CUrr_rmi, new_rmi, graph);
curr_rmi new_rmi;
/* Link the (new) current rightmost intermediate
node and the effect node * /
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if «bkw c higher=count link number (prev sc->node->bakw» == 1) {
- - 1* The-rightmost intermediate node pointed to by the
effect element has only one backward link; Copy
the forward links of the effect rightmost inter-
mediate node to the current rightmost intermediate
node; If the forward node of the effect rightmost
intermediate node is not an effect invariant node,
copies the backward links of the effect rightmost
intermediate node to the current rightmost
intermediate node *1
if (prev sc->node->forw->node->type'=INV EFFECT)




1* The rightmost intermediate node pointed to by
the effect element has more than one backward
link; Link the current rightmost intermediate
node and the effect rightmost intermediate node;
Copy the forward links of the effect rightmost
intermediate node to the current rightmost
intermediate node *1
mk link(prev sc->node, curr_rmi, 0);
cp=forw_link(curr_rmi, prev_sc->node);
if (prev_sc curr sc->prev) {
I*-The previous(effect) element is directly linked
to the current element *1
if (bkw c higher == 1) {
- - 1* The rightmost intermediate node pointed to by
the effect element has only one backward link */
if (prev sc->node->forw->node->type'=INV EFFECT) {
- 1* The node pointed to by the-forward link of the
effect rightmost intermediate node is not an
invariant cause node; Removes the rightmost
intermediate node (all links of the effect
rightmost intermediate node have been copied
before) ; Remove the forward link of the effect
rightmost intermediate node and remove the
element of the graph rightmost intermediate list
that links to the effect rightmost intermediate
node *1
rm forw link (prev sc->node) ;
rm-bakw-link(prev-sc->node) ;




1* The rightmost intermediate node pointed to by
the effect element has more than one backward
link; Remove the forward link of the effect
rightmost intermediate node and remove the
element of the graph rightmost intermediate node
list that links to the effect rightmost
intermediate node *1
rm forw link (prev sc->node) ;
rm=rightmost_inter(prev_sc->node, graph);
1* Remove the previous element * I
if (prev sc==rm1 scope->head) {









while (rmi_scope->head != NULL && prev_sc != rmi_scope->head) ;
/*--------------------------------------------------------------
* Remove the current scope list element
*/




* VOID CP FORK LINK()
* This procedure is used to copy any forward link of a node to another node.
*******************************************************************************/




* VOID CP BAKW LINK()
* This procedure is used to copy any backward link of a node to another node.
*******************************************************************************/





* This procedure is a subroutine called by "cp forw link" and "cp bakw link"
* to copy one direction links of a node ("source node") to another nodE!
* ("destination node") .
*******************************************************************************/
void sub cp link(d node, s node, d link, slink)
GRPNODE *d node, *s node; - - -
LINK *s li'ii'k, *d li'ii'k;
{ - -
int forw=O;
LINK *curr_s_link, *curr_d.-link, *prev_d_link=d_link;
/*--------------------------------------------------------------
* Determine link direction
*/
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if «curr s link=s link)
forw=l; -
/*--------------------------------------------------------------
* The copying process
*/
while (curr_s_link != NULL) {
/* Loop for all of the dete~ned direction links
of the source node:
- Observe if the connection to the node linked
by the current source node link is already
exist at the destination node,
- Copy the current source link if the connection
does not exist. */
for (curr_d_link=d_link; prev_d_link != NULL && curr_d_link != NULL;
curr d link=curr d link->next)
if (curr s link->node->number==curr d llnk->node->nUDber &&
curr:s:link->node->type == curr=~link->nOde->type)
/* The connection is already exist at the
destination node */
break;
if (prev d link NULL I I curr d link NULL)
- - /* The connection does not exist at the destination
node, copy the node link * /
if (forw)




curr slink curr s link->next;
/*******************************************************************************
* VOID RM FORW LINK()
* This procedure is used to remove all forward links of a node
*******************************************************************************/
void rm forw link (node)
GRPNODE-*node;
{
sub_rm_link (node, & (node->forw» ;
/*******************************************************************************
* VOID RM BAKW LINK()
* This procedure is used to remove all backward links of a node
*******************************************************************************/




* VOID SUB RM LINK()
* This procedure is a subroutine called by "rm forw link" and "rm bakw link"
* to remove all of the specified direction links of-a node. --
*******************************************************************************/













* Deletion process loop
*/
while «out_link= *first_link) ,= NULL) {
/* Search the pair link from the linked node to
the node */







while(curr in link->node != node)
prev in-li~ curr in link;
curr=in=link curr-in=link->next;
/* Update the link list of the linked node * /
if (forw && curr in link === 1 node->baltw)
1 node->baltw ~ curr in link->next;
else-




/* Free the link from the linked node to the node * /
/* Determine the node next link and free the node
current link * /
*first link = out_link->next;
free(out_link);
/*******************************************************************************
* VOID REPLACE RIGHTMOST INTER()
* This procedure is used-to replace the position of the former rightmost
* intermediate node in the graph rightmost inte~ediate node list with the
* new (current) rightmost intermediate node.
*******************************************************************************/
void replace rightmost inter(old ~, new rmi, graph)










* Replace the old node in the list with the new node
*/






* Remove the link of the old node to the next rightmost intermediate
* node
*/
old rmi->next = NULL;
/*******************************************************************************
* VOID RM_RIGHTMOST_INTER()
* This procedure is used to remove one rightmost intermediate node from the
* graph rightmost intermediate node list.
*******************************************************************************/
void rm rightmost inter (rm rmi, graph)




GRPNODE • curr, .prev;
/.--------------------------------------------------------------
• Search the ~ecified node in the graph rightmost intermediate node
• list
./
for (curr=graph->rightmost_inter,prev=curr; curr!=rm rmi;
prev=curr,curr=curr->next) ;
/.--------------------------------------------------------------
• Disconnect the specified node from the graph rmi list
./




rm rmi->next = NULL;
/ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*****.**••**********.*.*.******.****
• CST LIST .SEARCB CONS~NTS()
• This procedure is used to search any constraint between the ~ecified cause
• node and the other cause node .
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••**••*••••*••••••••••*••• /




TBL REC .curr, .prev;
CST-LIST .cstlist=NULL;
char pred~art[80], dom_set[80] , ran_set [80] , dom_in[80], ran_in [80] , .p;
int do~O, ran=O, boun~cmp;
/.--------------------------------------------------------------
• Get the specified number cause node
*/




if (strstr(curr->predyart[O] , "mapsto") != NULL &&
strncmp(curr->pred~art[l], "in", 2)=0 &&
strncmp (curr->predyart [2] , "{",i) != 0) {
/. The specified cause is a relation set membership
predicate:
- Find out if there are other causes which
specify that the set domain is the subset of
the relation domain,
- Find out if there are other causes which
~ecify that the set range is the subset of
the relation set, If so, call a procedure to
make a constraint relation between the
specified cause node and the other cause node
that ~ecifies the membership of the relation
domain/range. */
/. Get the relation domain and range name ./
str~y(predyart, curr->pred-part[O]);
p = strtok (predyart, " ");
str~y(dom in, p);
p = strtok('\O', " It);
P - strtok ( , \ 0', " ");
str~y(ran_in, p);
for (prev=table->cause; prev != curr; prev=prev->next) {
/. Process loop for all other cause node ./
if (dam && strcmp(prev->pred-part[O] ,dam_in) ==0 &&
strcmp (prev->pred-part [2] ,dom_set) =0 &&
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strcmp(prev->predyart[l],"in")==O)




if (ran &&strcmp(prev->predyart[O],ran_in)==O &&
strcmp(prev->pred-part[2],ran_set)==0 &&
strcmp(prev->predyart[l],"in")=O)




if (OOm==O && strncmp(prev->predyart[Ol, "dom", 3)==0 &&
strstr(prev->predyart[O], curr->predyart[2]) != NULL &&
strncmp(prev->pred-part[l] , "subset", 6)==0) {
/* This other cause node ~ecifies the membership of





if (ran=O && strncmp(prev->predyart[O] , "ran", 3)=0 &&
strstr(prev->pred-part[0],curr->pred-part[2]) !=NULL &&
strncmp(prev->predyart[l], "subset", 6)==0) {
/* This other cause node specifies the membership of





/* The ~ecified cause is not a relation set
membership predicate */
if (curr->boundary != NULL)
/* If the specified cause specifies the boundary of
a variable, finds out if there is any other cause
node that also specifies the boundary of the
variable. If so, add a constraint relation of
the specified cause node * /
for (prev=table->cause; prev != curr; prev=prev->next) {
if (strcmp(curr->pred-part[O], prev->pred-part[O])=O) {
bound ClOp = compare boundary(curr->boundary, prev->boundary);





* VOID ADD CONSTRAINT LIST()
* This procedure is used to add an element to the constraints list of a cause
* node.
*******************************************************************************/





new = (CST ELM *) malloc (sizeof(CST ELM»;
if (*cstlist==NULL) { -










new->node no = node no;
new->type-= type; -
/*******************************************************************************
* VOID COMPARE BOUNDARY ()
* This procedure is used to compare two value boundaries of a variable. This
* procedure returns 0 if one of the boundaries is empty. Otherwise, the
* procedure returns the value of cause constraints (E, R, or RR) .
*******************************************************************************/
1nt compare boundary (boundl, bound2)
BOUND_ELM *boundl, *bound2;
{
if (boundl NULL I I bound2 NULL) return (0) ;
/* Return 0 if one of the boundaries is empty * /
/*----------------------------------------------------------
* Compare the two boundaries based on the type of the first boundary
*/
switch (boundl->bound type) {
case 1: return (sub-compare boundary 1 (boundl, bound2»;
case 2: return (sub- compare-boundary- 2 (boundl, bound2»;
case 3: return (sub-compare-boundary-3 (boundl, bound2»;
case 4: return (sub- compare-boundary- 4 (boundl, bound2»;
case 5: return (sub- compare-boundary- 5 (boundl, bound2»;
case 6: return (sub=compareyoundary=6 (boundl, bound2»;
/*******************************************************************************
* INT SUB COMPARE BOUNDARY 1 ()
* This procedure Is called-by "compare_boundary" to compare a type 1 boundary
* (boundary value is a single or a set of string(s» with another boundary
* of a variable.
*******************************************************************************/




* Process the comparison based on the type of the second boundary
*/
if (bound2->boun~type
if (boundl->n elm == bound2->n elm)
- /* The element number of the two boundary are the
same */
if (search strval (boundl, bound2»
- /* The two boundaries are the same * /
return (RR) ;
else
/* The two boundaries are not the same */
return(E);
else
if (boundl->n elm > bound2->n elm)
- /* The boundiry 1 element number is greater than the
boundary 2 element number */
if (search strval (bound2, boundl»
- /* The boundary 2 is subset of the boundary 1 * /
retUD1(-R) ;
else




/* The boundary 1 element number is less than the
boundary 2 element number */
if (search strva~ (boundl, bound2»
- /* The boundary 1 is subset of the boundary 2 */
return(R);
else




/* The second boundary is not the type 1 boundary */
return(E) ;
/*********••**••*••••*•••******.**.**.***••***.*********************************
* INT SUB COMPARE BOUNDARY 2 ()
• This procedure Is called-by "compare boundary" to compare a type 2 boundary
* (boundary value is a single or a set-of number ( s» with another boundary
* of a variable.
*************************••••*•••*••******.****.********.*.**.************.**.*/




* Process the comparison based on the type of the second boundary
*/
if (bound2->bound type == 2) {
- /* The second boundary is also the type 2 boundary */
if (boundl->n elm == bound2->n elm)
- /* The eleiient number of the two boundary are the
same */
if (search numval (boundl, bound2»
- /* The two boundaries are the same • /
return(RR) ;
else
/* The two boundaries are not the same */
return(E) ;
else
if (boundl->n_e~m > bound2->n elm)
/* The boundary 1 element number is greater than the
boundary 2 element number */
if (search nwmral (bound2, boundl»
- /. The boundary 2 is subset of the boundary 1 • /
return(-R) ;
else
/. The boundary 2 is not subset of the boundary 1 */
return(E) ;
else
/. The boundary 1 element number is less than the
boundary 2 element number • /
if (search nUDlV'al (boundl, bound2»
- /* The boundary 1 is subset of the boundary 2 • /
return(R);
else




if (bound2->bound type == 1)
- /* The second boundary is the type 1 boundary */
return (E);
else
/. The other cases ./
if (search numval (boundl, bound2»




/. The boundary 1 is not subset of the boundary 2 • /
return (E);
/.****••*.*••*••••*****•••*.******.***.*••*••***••********.***•••****••**.*••*••
• INT SUB COMPARE BOUNDARY 3()
* This procedure Is called-by "compare boundary" to compare a type 3 boundary
* (the lower boundary of integer or float numbers) with another boundary
* of a variable.
******••**************.***********************************.********.*.*****.*•• /
int sub compare boundary 3 (boundl, bound2)
BOUND ELM *boundl, *bound2;
{
/*---------------------------------------------------------
• Process the comparison based on the boundary and the value types
*/
if (bound2->bound type == 3 &&
strcmp(boundl-=>val type,bound2->val type)==O) {
- /* The second boundary is also the type 3 boundary * /
if (boundl->lower == bound2->lower)
/* The boundary 1 is the same as the boundary 2 ./
return(RR) ;
else
/* The boundary 1 is not the same as the
boundary 2 * /
if (boundl->lower > bound2->lower)
/. The boundary 1 is greater than the boundary 2 ./
return(R);
else




if (bound2->bound type == 6) {
- /* The second boundary is the type 6 boundary * /
if (search numval (boundl, bound2»
- /* The boundary 1 is subset of the boundary 2 */
return (R);
else




/* The other cases */
return(E);
/*******************************************************************************
* INT SUB COMPARE BOUNDARY 4 ()
* This procedure Is called-by "compare-Poundary" to compare a type 4 boundary
* (the upper boundary of integer or float numbers) with another boundary
* of a variable.
*******************************************************************************/




* Process the comparison based on the boundary and the value types
*/
if (bound2->bound type == 4 &&
strcmp(boundl-=>val type,bound2->val type)==O) {
- /* The second boundary is also the type 4 boundary * /
if (boundl->upper == bound2->upper)




if (boundl->upper > bound2->upper)
/* The boundary 1 is greater than the boundary 2 */
return(-R) ;
else




if (bound2->bound type = 2) {
- /* The second boundary is the type 2 boundary * /
if (search nurmral (bound2, boundl»
- /* The boundary 2 is subset of the boundary 1 *1
return (-R);
else




if (bound2->bound type = 6) {
7* The second boundary is the type 6 boundary *1
if (search numval (boundl, bound2»






1* The other cases *1
return (E) ;
1*******************************************************************************
* INT SUB COMPARE BOUNDARY 5 ( )
* This procedure Is called-by "compare_boundaryn to compare a type 5 boundary
* (the range of integer or float numbers) with another boundary
* of a variable.
*******************************************************************************1




* Process the comparison based on the boundary and the value types
*1
if (bound2->bound type = 2) {
- 1* The second boundary is the type 2 boundary * I
if (search nUJllV'al (bound2, boundl»
- 1* The boundary 2 is subset of the boundary 1 *1
return (-R);




if (bound2->bound type = 5 &&
str~(boundl~>val type,hound2->val type)=O) {
I*-The second boundiry is also the type 6 boundary *1
if (boundl->lower = bound2->lower) {
1* The lower boundary of the boundary 1 is the same
as the lower boundary of the boundary 2 *I
if (boundl->upper = bound2->upper)1* The upper boundary of the boundary is the same
as the upper boundary of the boundary 2 * I
return(RR) ;
else
if (boundl->upper > bound2->upper)
1* The upper boundary of the boundary 1 is greater




/* The upper boundary of the boundary 1 is less than




if (boundl->lower > bound2->lower) {
/* The lower boundary of the boundary 1 is greater
than the lower boundary of the boundary 2 */
if (boundl->upper <= bound2->upper)
/* The upper boundary of the boundary 1 is less than




/* The upper boundary of the boundary 1 is greater




/* The lower boundary of the boundary 1 is less than
the lower boundary of the boundary 2 */






if (bound2->bound type == 6) {
7* The second boundary is the type 6 boundary */
if (search numval (boundl, bound2»
- /* The boundary 1 is subset of the boundary 2 */
return (R);
else




/* The other cases */
return(E);
/*******************************************************************************
* INT SUB COMPARE BOUNDARY 6 ()
* This procedure Is called-by "compareyoundary" to compare a type 6 boundary
* (the boundary is specified only by a numeric type) with another boundary
* of a variable.
*******************************************************************************/




* Process the comparison based on the type of the second boundary
*/
switch (bound2->bound type) {
case 1: - /* The boundary 2 is the type 1 boundary * /
return(E);





















default: /* The other cases */
if (search numval (bound2, boundl»
- /* The boundary 2 is subset of the boundary 1 * /
return (-R);
else
/* The boundary 2 is not subset of the boundary 1 * /
return (E);
/*******************************************************************************
* INT SEARCH STRVAL()
* This procedure is used to search all strings of the boundary 1 stringl1st
* in the boundary 2 stringlist. If all strings are found, then the procedure
* returns 1. Otherwise, the procedure returns O.
*******************************************************************************/
int search strval (boundl, bound2)
BOUND ELM .boundl, *bound2;
{ -
int i, j;
for (1=0; 1 < boundl->n elm; 1++) {
7* Loop for (all) strings of the boundary 1 */
for (j=O; j < bound2->n elm; j++)
/* LOop for (all) strings of the boundary 2 * /
if (str~(boundl->strlist[i].str,bound2->strlist[j].str)==O)




- /* The string of the boundary 1 is not in the





* INT SEARCH NUMVAL ()
* This procedure is used to search all numeric boundary values specified by
* the boundary 1 in the numeric boundary values specified by the boundary 2.
* If the boundary 1 numeric values are subset of the boundary 2 numeric
* values, then the procedure returns 1. Otherwise, the procedure returns O.
*******************************************************************************/
1nt search numval (boundl, bound2)
BOUND_ELM *boundl, *bound2;
{
int i, j, low_bound2, upyound2;
if (bound2->bound type==6) {
- /* The boundary 2 is the type 6 boundary */
if (bound2->val type[O]=='R')
- /* The numeric type of the boundary 2 is "R" (real),
the boundary 1 is subset' of the boundary 2 * /
return (1);
else
if (boundl->val type[O] != 'R') {
- /* The numeric type of the boundary 1 is not "R" */
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/* Derive the lower boundary of the boundary 2 */




if (boundl->bound type=2) {
/* The boundary 1 is the type 2 boundary */
/* Check if the numerical list of the boundary 1 is
greater than the lower boundary of the
boundary 2 */
for (i=O; i < boundl->n elm; i++)





if (boundl->bound type==3 II boundl->bound type===5)
/* The-boundary 1 is the type 3-or 5 boundary */
/* Check if the lower of the boundary 1 is greater
than the lower boundary of the boundary 2 */













if (boundl->bound type==2) {
- /* The boundary 2 is the type 6 boundary */
if «boundl->val type[Ol=='R' II bound2->va.l type[Ol=='R') &&
boundl->val type [ 0 1!=bound2- >va.l type [ 0 1")
- /* The numeric type-of one boundary is "R" */
return(O) ;
else
/* The numeric type of two boundaries are "Rn or are
not "R" */
if (bound2->bound type=2) {
/* The boundary 2 is the type 2 boundary */
/* Check if all list values in the boundary 1 are
also in the boundary 2 */
for (i=O; i < boundl->n elm; i++){
for (j=O; j < bound2->n elm; i++)
if (boundl->numlist[i] - bound2->numlist[j])
break;
if (j bound2->n elm)





if (bound2->bound type==3) {
/* The-boundary 2 is the type 3 boundary */
/* Check if all list values of the boundary 1 are
greater than the lower boundary of the boundary
2 */
for (i=O; 1 < boundl->n elm; i++)






if (bound2->bound type==4) {
/* The boundary 2 is the type 4 boundary * /
/* Check if all list values of the boundary 1 are
less than the upper boundary of the boundary 2 * /
for (1=0; 1 < boundl->n elm; i++)





if (bound2->bound type=5) {
/* The boundary 2 is the type 5 boundary * /
/* Check if all list values of the boundary 1 are in
the boundary range of the boundary 2 * /
for (1=0; i < boundl->n elm; i++)
if (boundl->numlist[1] < bouncl2->lower II





/* The other cases */
return (0) ;
/*******************************************************************************
* VOID ADD CONSTRAINT NODE LINK()
* This procedure is used to link the existing or new created cause node with
* a cause node and any other related cause node. The node constraint list
* that records the constraint relation between the cause node and the other
* cause node is used as the process driver.
*******************************************************************************/
void add constraint node link (constraint list, graph)
CST LIST-*constraint list; -
GRAPH *graph ; -
{
CST ELM *cst elm;
int- curr-node, exist code=4;
GRPNODE *curr ce, *prev ce, *curr cst;
static GRPNODE *last cst=NULL; -
static int cst_no=o;-
/*--------------------------------------------------------------
* Search for the current cause node
*/
curr node = graph->ncause;
for (curr ce=graph->cause; curr ce->number != curr_node;
curr:ce=curr_ce->next);
/*--------------------------------------------------------------
* Process for all constraint list elements
*/
for (cst_elm=constraint_list->head; cst_elm!=NULL; cst_el~cst_elm->next)
/* Search for the related cause node */
for (prev ce=graph->cause; prev ce->number!=cst elm->node no;
prev_ce=prev_ce->next) ; - -
/* Search for the existing constraint node for this
constraint relation. Create new constraint node
if such node does not exist yet */
curr cst=search existing cst (graph, curr ce, prev ce, cst elm->type,




curr_cst = create_node(abs(cst_elm->type), cst_no, O)i





/* Link the cause node(s) and the constraint node if
necessary */
if (exist code != 3)
if (eXist code==O)
- /* The constraint node is a new created node */
if (cst elm->type==-R) {









- /* The link between the related cause node and the
existing constraint node already exists */
mk link(curr cst, curr ce, 0);
else - - -
/* The link between the cause node and the existing
constraint node already exists */
mk_link(curr_cst, prev_ce, 0);
/*******************************************************************************
* GRPNODE* SEARCH EXISTING CST()
* This procedure Is used to search the existing constraint node and links for
* a specific constraint relation. If the constraint node for the relation
* does not exist yet, the procedure returns NULL.
*******************************************************************************/
GRPNODE *search_existing_cst(graph, curr_ce, prev_ce, cst_type, exist_code)
GRAPH *graphi
GRPNODE *curr ce, *prev ce;








for (curr cst=graph->constraint; curr cst!=NULL; curr cst=curr cst->next) {
- /* Loop for all of the existing constraInt nodes */
if (curr cst->type==abs(cst type»
- /* The current existing constraint type is the same
or the negation of the specified constraint
type */
if (cst type==R) {
- /* The specified constraint type is "R" */
if (curr cst->forw->node->numbex preY ce->number) {
- /* The link between the ~sting constraint node and





if (cst type==-R) {
- /* The specified constraint type is "-R" */
if (curr cst->forw->node->number==curr ce->number) {
- /* The link between the existing constraint node and





/* The constraint type is "E" */
/* Search for the link between the constraint node
and the related cause node or the current cause
node */
for (link=curr cst->forw; link!=NULL; link=link->next)
if (link->node->number==curr ce->number)
curr=l; -
if (link->node->numbeL prev ce->number)
prev=l; -
}
if (curr I I prev)
break;
/* Set the variable to record the existing link(s)
finding */












* VOID REMOVE INTER NODE DUPLICATION ()
* This procedure is-used-remave any inte~ediate node duplication.
*******************************************************************************/
void remove inter node duplication(graph)








* Compare the backward links of two intermediate nodes, remove one node
* if the links of the two nodes are the same
*/
for (cause=graph->cause; cause->next!=NULL; cause=cause->next)
/* Loop for all of the graph cause nodes */
for (link=cause->forw; link->next!=NULL; link=link->next)
/* Loop for all inte~ediate nodes that are connected
to the cause node * /
/* Search for the next inte~ediate node that has
similar backward links as the current intermediate
node */
for (next 1ink=link->next; next 1ink'=NULL;
next=l1nk=next_link->next)-
if (compare two inter (11nk->node, next_11nk->node»
- /* The backward 11nks of the two nodes are the
same */






* This procedure is used to compare the backward 1inks of two intermediate
* nodes. The procedure returns 1 is the backward links of the two nodes are
* the same. Otherwise, the procedure returns O.
*******************************************************************************/
int compare two inter(inter 1, inter 2)
GRPNODE *inter_1, *inter_2;- -
{
if (count 1ink number(inter l->bakw) ,= count 1ink number(inter 2->bakw»
/* Return 0 if the n~er of the backward 1.inks of
the two node are not the same * /
return (0);
/*------------------------------------------------------------
* Compare the backward links of the two nodes
*/
for (link l=inter l->bakw; 11nk 1 ,= NULL; link l=link l->next)
- - /* Loop for all of the node 1 1.1nks * /
/* Search for a 1ink of the node 2 that the same
as the node 1 1ink * /
for (link 2=inter 2->bakw; link 2! =NULL; 1ink 2=link 2->next)
if (11nk l->node->number==iink 2->node->n'limber &&
link-1->node->type == 1ink-2->node->type &&
1ink-1->negation == 11nk 2~>negation)










* VOID P~NT GRAPH()
* This procedure is used to print a graph forward traversals starting fram
* the graph cause nodes, the graph backward traversals starting from the








printf("The graph forward traversals starting from a cause node: \n");
printf (" ") ;
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node = graph->cause;
while (node != NULL)
printf("\n\n") ;
c = 0;




printf(II •• Node representation: [negation/-] «node type>,");
printf(II <sequence number»\n");
printf("\n\n\n");
printf(IIThe graph backward traversals starting from an effect node: \n");
printf(" ") ;
node = graph->effect;







printf(".* Node representation: [negation/-] (<node type>,");
printf(" <sequence number»\n");
if «node = graph->constraint) !=NULL)
printf("\n\n\n");
printf("The graph cause constraint connections: \n");
printf (" ") ;
while (node ! = NULL)
printf("\n\n") ;
c = 0;
print graph node (node, &c, 0);
printf(" (");
c++;











printf("*. Node representation: [negation/-] (<node type>,");
printf(" <sequence nUmber»\n");
/*.**.**.**.*********•••••••*•••*.*********.**•••••*.***.*************.*******••
* VOID PRINT GRAPH FORK()
* This recursive procedure is called by "print_graph" to prints all forward
* nodes of one cause node.
****.**.************.********.****.********•••*****.************.*****.**.*****/







print graph node (node, c, negation);
if «link =- node->forw) '=NULL) {







while (link != NULL)
i++;










* VOID PRINT GRAPH BAKW ()
* This recursive procedure is called by "print graph" to prints all backward
* nodes of one effect node. -
*******************************************************************************/







print graph node (node, c, negation);
if «link =-node->bakw) !=NULL) {






while (link != NULL)
i++;










* VOID PRINT GRAPH NODE ()
* This procedure is called by "print_graph_forw lt and "print_graphyakw"
* to print a graph node.
*******************************************************************************/
void print graph node (node, c, negation)

























*c == *c + 6;
break;
printf (" OR") ;
*c == *c + 5;
break;
printf("CAUSE") ;
*c == *c + 8;
break;
printf("INV_CAUSE");
*c == *c + 11;
break;
printf("EFFECT") ;
*c = *c + 9;
break;
printf("INV EFFECT") ;
*c = *c + 13;
break;
printf (fiR") ;
*c = *c + 4;
break;
printf ("Eff) ;
*c = *c + 4;
break;
printf("%d",node->type) ;
*c = *c + 5;
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printf(",%d)", node->number);
if (node->number < 10)
*c == *c + 1;
else
if (node->number < 100)
*c *c + 2;
else
*c *c + 3;
/*******************************************************************************
* TEST LIST* D~VE TEST FRAME()
* This-procedure is-used-to derive test frames from a cause-effect graph. The
* derivation is done by setting a value of an intermediate node that is linked
* to (an) effect node(s) (the rightmost intermediate node - rmi) and determi-
* ning all other node values by tracing the graph backward and forward. The
* process is repeated for all rmi nodes. The derivation can be done by using
* two kind of setting values, i.e., "1" for the true-effect test frame deri-
* vation and "0" for the false-effect test frame derivation.
*******************************************************************************/
TEST LIST *derive test frame (graph, set val)
GRAPH *graph; - - -
1nt set val;
{
TEST LIST *new 1, *total l=NULL;
GRPNODE *curr rm1; -
TEST_FRAME *new:f;
/*--------------------------------------------------------------







for (curr rm1=graph->rightmost inter; curr rmi != NULL;
curr- rm1=curr rmi->next) T -
- - /* Loop for all of the rightmost intermediate
nodes */
if (curr rmi->forw->node->type != INV EFFECT) {
- /* Derive test fr_s if the node is not a rmi of the
invariant node */
if (total 1 NULL) {
- /* Total test frame list is NULL */
total l=trace one rightmost inter backward(curr rmi, graph,




/* Total test frame list is not NULL */
new l->next = trace_one_rightmost_inter_backward(curr_rmi, graph,
set_val) ;
new 1 = new_l->next;
}
derive other rightmost inter values(new 1, curr rmi, graph, set_val);





* TEST LIST* TRACE ONE RIGHTMOST INTER BACKWARD ()
* This-procedure is used to derive cause node values for the specific
* rightmost intermediate node value by tracing the graph backward
* from the rightmost intermediate node.
*******************************************************************************/





TEST LIST *new 1;
TES~FRAME *new_f;
new 1 = alloc test list() ;
new- f = add test frame (new 1, graph);
new-f->inter[rmi-node->n~er-l]= set val;
trace one node backward(rm1 node, new I, graph);
return(new_l) ;- - -
/*******************************************************************************
* TEST LIST* ALLOe TEST LIST()
* This-procedure is used to allocate a new test frame list.
*******************************************************************************/
TEST LIST *alloc test list(){- --
TEST_LIST *new;






* TEST LIST* ADD TEST FRAME()











* ~locate a new frame and initiates the value of the new frame
* elements
*/
new = (TEST FRAME *) ma~~oc (sizeof(TEST FRAME»;
new->cause ~ (int *) mal~oc (graph->ncause * sizeof(1nt»;
new->inter = (int *) ma~~oc (graph->ninter * sizeof(int»;
new->der1ve = (int *) mal~oc (graph->n1nter * sizeof(int»;
new->effect = (1nt *) ~loc (graph->neffect * s1zeof(int»;
new->next = NULL;
for (1=0;1 < graph->ncause; i++) new->cause[1]=-1;




for (1=O;i < graph->neffect; 1++) new->effect[i]=-l;
/*--------------------------------------------------------------












* VOID COpy TEST FRAME()
* This procedure-is used to c~y the e~ement values of one test frame to
* another test frame.
*******************************************************************************/
void c~y test frame (graph, r frame, s frame)





for (1=O;i < graph->ncause; 1++)
r frame->cause[il= s frame->cause[1);
for (i-O;i < graph->n1nteri-1++) {
r frame->inter[1]= s frame->inter[i];
r=frame->der1ve[i]= S_frame->derive[i]i
}
for (1=O;i < graph->neffect; i++)
r_frame->effect[i]= s_frame->effect[i);
/*******************************************************************************
* VOID TRACE ONE NODE BACKWARD()
* This recursive-procedure is used to derive the value of a specific node
* inputs and trace all of the input nodes backward.
*******************************************************************************/






if «node->type AND II node->type = OR) && test->head!=NULL) {
1* Counduct tracing if the specified node is not a
'cause node *1
derive node input values (node, test, graph);
for (lInk =-node->bakw; link != NULL; link = link->next)
1* Trace all input nodes backward *1
trace_one_node_backward(link->node, test, graph);
1*******************************************************************************
* VOID DERIVE NODE INPUT VALUES ()
* This procedure is used-to derive the poss1ble combinations of a node
* input values that lead the node output to be as specified in a test frame.
* If there are more than one input combinations, (a) new test frame(s) isl
* are created in attempt to record all input combinations. If the original
* test frame "derivation code" is "1", some of the derivation rules are
* follows. For an OR node, if the node output is TRUE (=1), consider only
* combinations with only one TRUE input; if the node output is FALSE, consi-
* der all combinations of input values that lead the node output to be FALSE.
* For an AND node, if the node output is FALSE, consider all possLble combi-
* nations of input. For the last case, the derivation status of a test frame
* that record a combination of all false inputs is set to "0". If the origin-
* test frame derivation code is "0", only one combination of input values is
* considered.
*******************************************************************************1
void derive node input values(node, test, graph)









add test alloc_test list() ;
1* ~locate a temporary (working) test list *1
if (node->type == AND)
1* The node is an AND intermediate node *1
1* Conduct the input value derivation for all test
frames */
for (curr=test->head; curr != NULL; ) {
prev = curr;
if (curr->derive[node->number-1] > 0) {
/* The derivation for this node is allowed *1
if (curr->inter[node->number-l]==l) {
1* The node output is TRUE *1
1* Set all input values to be "1" *1
for (link = node->bakw, success=l; link != NULL && success;
link = link->next)
success=derive_one_input_node_val(graph, curr, link, 1);
if (! success)
/* At least one input value determination is not





1* The node ou~ut is FALSE *1
if (derive_false_AND_input_values(curr, node, graph,
add test)= 0)
/* Delete the current test frame if the-derivation
for all zero input is not successfully completed */
curr=delete_test_frame(test, curr);





/* The node is an OR intermediate node */
/* Conduct the input value derivation for all test
frames */
for (curr=test->head; curr != NULL; ) {
prev = curr;
if (curr->derive[node->number-l] > 0) {
/* The derivation for this node is allowed * /
if (curr->inter[node->number-l]=O) {
/* The node output is FALSE */
/* Set all input values to be "0" */
for (link = node->bakw, success=l; link != NULL && success;
link = link->next)





/* The node output is TRUE * /
if (derive true OR input values(curr, node,





if (add_test->head != NULL) {
/* Add the temporary list to the test list, if the
temporary list is not empty */
if (test->head==NULL)
test->head = add test->head;
else -
test->tail->next = add test->head;






* INT DERIVE ONE INPUT NODE VAL ()
* This procedUre-is used to-derive the value of an input node by combining
* the given input value and the value of the link that is connected to the
* input node. If the value of the node in the specified test frame has been
* set and the value is conflict with the combination result, then the proce-
* dure returns O. If the determination is successfully completed, then
* the procedure returns 1. If the input node is a cause node and the node
* has (a) constraint relation(s), the the procedure calls a procedure to
* deteminer the value of an/the effected node(s).
*******************************************************************************/
int derive one input node val (graph, test f, link, in val)
GRAPH *graph; - - - - -




TEST LIST *temp 1;
TEST-FRAME *t~ f;
GRPNODE *node=linx.->node;
compute 1++; /* Increase the co~utation counter by 1 */
if (node->type==INV CAUSE) {
- /* The input node is a cause invariant node */
if (test f->cause[node->number-1]==-1) {
test f->cause[node->number-1] = 1;
if (abs(in val-link->negation)==O) {
- /* The calculating node value is conflict with the








/* The input node is a cause node */
if (test f->cause[node->number-1]==-1) {
test f->cause[node->number-1]=abs(in val-link->negation) ;
if (node->bakw != NULL && (test f->cause[node->number-1]===1 II
(test f->cause [node->number-=l] ==0 && node->bakw->node->type==R
&& node->bakw->node->forw->node==node») {
/* The input node is a cause node and has at least
one constraint link */
/* Create temporary test list and frame */
temp_l = alloc test list() ;
temp f = add test frame (temp 1, graph);
copy:test_frame (graph , temp_f, test_f);
if «rc=derive effected node values (node, temp f»)
/* Examine if the-existing constrained node values
do not conflict with any constraint tranformation
*/
c~ test frame(graph, test f, temp f) ;
e1se - - --
test f->cause[node->number-1]=0;
- /* Delete temporary test 1ist and frame */
de1ete test frame (temp 1, temp f) ;








- /* The ca1culating node value is conflict with the






else { 1* The input node is an intermediate node * /





* INT DERiVE BPPBCTZD NODE VALUES ()
* This recursI've procedure Is used to derive the value of the other cause
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LINK *link, *c link;
int rc=l;
for (link=node->bakw i rc && link '=NULLi l.ink=l.ink->next) {
/* Loop for all of the specified node constraint
links */
c link=link->node->forw;
if (link->nod.e->type==R && c_link->node ,= node &&
test f->cause[node->number-1]==1) {
- /* The node requires another nodei If the
node value is "1", then the required cause
node must be "1" */
if (test f->cause[c link->node->number-l]==-l)
test f->cause[c link->node->number-l]=l;









if «link->node->type==R && test f->cause[nod.e->number-l]==O &&
c link->node==node) I I (link~>node->type==E &&
test f->cause[node->number-1]==1»
- /* If the constraint type is E and the node value is
"1" or the constraint type is R and the node is
required by the other nodes and the node value is
"0", then the other cause nodes must be "0" */
for (irc && c link'=NULLic link=c link->next)
if (c link->node ,= node) -
if-(test_f->cause[c_link->node->number-l]==-l)











* INT EXAMINE FORWARD CONFLICT ()
* This recursIve procedure is used to examine whether the forward transforma-
* tion of a node value is conflict with the forward node value or not. If the
* values are conflict then the procedure returns 1; Otherwise, the procedure
* returns O.
*******************************************************************************/
int examine forward confl1ct(test f, node, node val, node 0)
TEST FRAME *test f;- - - -







* Search for the forward node
*/






if (link NULL I I f node == node 0) {
1* The forward node is the originator AND node that








1* The forward node is not the originator AND node
that changed the derivation code to "0" *1
1* Examine the conflict *1
if (f node->type===OR)
- 1* The forward node is an OR node * I
if (test_f->1nter[f node->number-1J==0) {





1* The forward node is 1; Check if the value of the
forwa.rd node is not effected by the change of the
node value *1
for (l1nk=f node->bakw; link != NULL; link=link->next)
if (link->node->type==AND I I link->node->type===OR)
f node in=test f->inter[link->node->number-1];
else- - -
f_node_in=test_f->cause[l1nk->node->number-l];










1* The forward node is an AND node * I
if (test f->inter[f node->number-l]==l) {
- I.-The forward node value is 1 *1
test f->inter[f node->number-l]=O;
rc=eiam1ne_forward_confl1ct(test_f, f_node, 0, node_O);
}
else {
1* The forward node is 0; Check if the value of the
forward node is not effected by the change of the
node value *I
for (l1nk=f node->bakw; link != NULL; linlt=l1nk->next)
if (l1nk->node->type==AND I I l1nk->node->type===OR)
f node in=test f->1nter(link->node->number-l];
else- - -
f_node_1n=test_f->ca.use[link->node->number-1];











/* Return the examination result */
/*******************************************************************************
* INT DERIVE FALSE AND INPUT VALUES ()
* This procedure Is used to-derive the combinations of the input values of
* a false AND node and the poss1ble input node values for each combination.
*******************************************************************************/
int derive_false_AND_input_values(curr, node, graph, add_test)
TEST FRAME *curr;
GRPNODE *node;





int -i, j, nlink, no=l, *val, success;
/*--------------------------------------------------------------
* Determine the number of combinations
*/
for (nlink=O, link=node->baltw; link != NULL; nlink++, link=link->next) {
nc II: nc * 2;
/*--------------------------------------------------------------
* ~locate working variables and initiate the variable values
*/
val = (int *) malloc (nlink * sizeof(int»;
for (i=O; i < nlio£; i++) valli] = 0;
/*--------------------------------------------------------------
* The derivation for all input value combination but the first:
* Set the input values of each combination and derive the value of
* the input nodes and store them in a new test frame. If the determi-
* nations are not succesfully completed, delete the new test frame.
*/
for (i=2; i < DC; i++) {
/* Loop to process all combinations but the first */
new=add test frame(add test, graph);
capy_test_fr'ime(graph,-new, curr);
for (j=nlink-l; j >= 0 ; j--)







for (link=node->bakw, j=O, success=l; link ,= NULL && success;
link=link->next, j++)
/* Loqp to derive the value of the input nodes * /
if (val[j] && (success=derive one input node val (graph, new,
link, val[j]») - - - -
new->derive[link->node->number-l] = 2;
if (' success)
/* Delete the new test frame if the determinations
are not successfully completed */
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/.--------------------------------------------------------------




• INT DERIVE TRUE OR INPUT VALUES ()
• This procedure-is-used to derive the combinations of the input values of a
• true OR node and the possible input node values for each combination .
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*•••*••*••••••*•••••••*••*••*••••••••••••••••••• /
int derive_true_OR_input_values(curr, node, graph, add_test)
TEST FRAME *curr;
GRPNODE • node ;





int -i, j, nlink, .val, success;
/._-------------------------------------------------------------
• Determine the number of node inputs
./
for (nlink=O, link=node->bakw; link ! = NULL; nlink++, link=link->next);
/.--------------------------------------------------------------
• ~locate the working variables and initiate the working values
./
val = (int .) malloc (nlink * sizeof(int»;
for (i=O; i < nlink; i++) valli] = 0;
/.--------------------------------------------------------------
* The derivation for all input value combination but the first
./
for (i=l; i < nlink; i++)
/. Create a new test frame and initiate the frame
element values ./
new=add test frame(add test, graph);
copy_test_frime(graph,-new, curr);
/. Set the combination input values ./
valli] = 1;
val [i-1] = 0;
for (link=node->bakw, j=O, success=l; link!=NULL &, success;
link=link->next, j++)
/. Loop to derive the value of input nodes ./
success=derive_one_input_node_val(graph, new, link, val[j]);
if (! success)
/. Delete the new test frame if the determ1Datians
are not successfully completed ./
delete_test_frame(add_test, new);
/.--------------------------------------------------------------
• The derivation of the first combination (using the input test frame)
./
vallO] = 1;
val [nlink-l] = 0;
for (link=node->bakw, j=O, success=l; link != NULL " success;
link=link->next, j++)
/. Loop to derive the input node values of the
first combination ./
success=der1ve_one_input_nod.e_val(graph, curr, link, val[j]);
III
if (success)








* INT SET ZEROES AND INPUT VALUES ()
* This procedure is-used to set aJ.l zero input values and the cause value
* combinations of a false AND node.
*******************************************************************************/
int set_zeroes_AND_input_values(graph, test_f, node)
GRAPH *graph j






for (1ink=node->bakw, rc=l; rc && 1ink '=NULL; l1nk=link->next) {
/* Loop for all input nodes; Call a recursive
procedure to set initial value of the cause nodes
*/




/* The initial cause value setting is successfully
completed; Search for constrained causes that
effect the AND node; If the constrained causes
are found, then reset the value of the nodes for
neglecting the later va1ue conflict with the
related node(s). */
search constrained causes(&ccl1st, node);
if (cclist != NULL)




* VOID SEARCH CONSTRAINED CAUSES ()
* This recursive procedure is used to search for constrained causes that
* effect a false AND node.
*******************************************************************************/
void search constrained causes(cclist, node)





if (node->type==:CAUSE II node->type==INV CAUSE)
/* The specified node is a cause node * /
if (node->baltw'-NULL) {
/* The node has at least one constraint relation;
Add an element to the constrained cause list */
new - (CC ELM *) ma1loc (sizeof(CC_ELM»;
if (*cc11se=-NULL) {













for (link=node->baltw; link!=NULL; link=link->next)




* INT SET ZEROES AND CAUSE VALUES()
* This recursive procedure is used to set the initial value of cause nodes
* that effect all input of an AND node to be zeroes.
*******************************************************************************1
int set_zeroes_AND_cause_values(test_f,link,val, node_O)








1* Increase the computation counter by 1 */
if (link->node->type==INV CAUSE) {
I*-The linked node is a cause node; Check if the
transfo~ed AND node value is not conflict with
the existing/mandatory cause value; If the
values are conflict, then call the procedure to
examine whether the change of the cause node will
change the affected AND input value or not. *1
test f->cause[link->node->number-1]=1;
if (abs(link->negation-val) != 1)





if (test f->cause[l1nk->node->number-1]!=-1 &&
test-f->cause[link->node->number-1] !=abs(11nk->negation-val»{








1* The linked node is an intermediate node; Set
the intermediate node value and call this




for (blink=link->node->baltw, rc=O; blink! =NULL; blink=b11nk->next) {
if (set zeroes AND cause values(test f, blink,




for (blink=link->node->bakw, rc=l; rc && blink! =NULL;
blink=blink->next)





* INT RESET CONSTRAINED CAUSE VALUES ()
* This procedure is used to reset the value of the constrained cause values
* that effect a zeroes AND node inputs to neglect the later value conflict
* with the related node(s). If the cause nodes are connected to E constraint,
* then tries to reset the cause values to ° (if the initial values is 1);
* If the node is constrained by an R constraint, then tries to reset the
* cause node to 1 (if the initial cause value is 0); If the node effects
* a related R constrained node, then tries to reset the cause value to 0
* (if the initial value is 1) .
*******************************************************************************/
int reset constrained cause values(graph, test f, cclist, node 0)
GRAPH *graph; - - - -




CC ELM *cc elm;
TEST LIST -*new 1, *temp 1;
TEST-FRAME *new-f, *curr=f, *prev_f;
LINK- *link; -
int et_val, rf_val, rt_val;
/*--------------------------------------------------------------
* Create a new and a t~orary test list
*/
new 1 = alloc test list();
t~ 1 = alloc test list();
new f = add. test frime (new 1, graph);
copy_test_frame (graph , new=f, test_f);
/*--------------------------------------------------------------
* Reset the constrained cause values; If the constrained cause value
* is 1 and the node has E constraint or RD (requires) constraint, then
* reset the value to o. If the constrained cause value is 0 and the
* node has R1 (required) constraint, then the value is reset to 1.
*/
for (cc_elm = cclist->head; cc elm != NULL; cc elm=cc elm->next) {
/* Loop-for all constrained cause nodes */




for (link=cc elm->node->bakw; link! =NULL; link=link->next) {











/* Resetting process */
for (curr f=new l->head; curr f!=NULL;) {
- /* Loop for all test frames */
if (curr f->cause[cc elm->node->number-1] == 0)
- /* The cause value is ° */
/* Create a test frame variation */
new f = add test frame (temp 1, graph);
copy test frame(graph, new"f, curr f) ;
new_f->cauSe[cc_elm->node->number-l] = 1;
/* Examine if the existing constrained node value
does not conflict with the false AND input node
value */
if (!exam1ne_forwar~conflict(new_f, cc elm->node, 1,
- nOde_O»
if (!et val && !rf val) {







/* The cause value is 1 */
/* Create a test frame variation */
new f = add test frame(temp 1, graph);
copy test frame (graph, new f, curr f) ;
new_f->caUSe[Cc_elm->node->number-l] = 0;
/* Examine if the existing constrained node value
does not conflict with the false AND input node
value */
if (!exam1ne_forwar~conflict(new_f, cc_elm->node, 0,
node_O) )
if (! rt_val) {





/* Add any valid new test frame and determine the
next test frame to be processed */
if (temp l->head!=NULL) {
- /* Insert the test frame variation into the original
test list */
new f->next = curr f->next;









* Examine whether the constraint transformation of the reset cause
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* va1ues conf1ict with the existing re1ated cause node values. If so,
* delete the test frame contains the conflict values.
*/
for (curr f=new l->head; curr f'=NULL;) {
- /* Loop for all test frames */
for (cc elmFcclist->head; cc elm'=NULL:cc elmFcc elm->next)
/* Loop for all constrained cause nodes */
/* Examine if the existing constrained node values
do not conflict with any constraint transformation
*/
if (curr f->cause[cc elm->node->number-l] == 1 &&
derive effected node values(cc elm->node, curr_f) 0) {
curr_f ;; delete_test_frame(neW_l, curr_f);
break;
if (curr f==prev f)
curr_f=curr_f-=>next:
/*------------------------------------------------------------------
* Delete the constrained cause list
*/
while (cclist->head'=NULL) {






* If there are valid test frames, then get one of them and returns 1.
* Otherwise, return O.
*/
if (new l->head!=NULL) {
copy:test_frame(graph, test_f, new_l->head);
while (new_l->head'=NULL)
delete test frame(new 1, new_l->head):







* VOID DERIVE OTBBR RIGHTMOST INTER VALUES ()
* This procedUre is used to derive-the other rightmost intermediate values.
*******************************************************************************/
void derive other rightmost inter values(test 1, curr rmi, graph, set val)






TEST FRAME *curr f, *next f;
int - i, ~_val, defaUlt_val;
/*--------------------------------------------------------------




/* Derive all other rmi: The default value of
the nodes are the negation of the current rmi
*/
for (other rmd=graph->rightInost inter: other rmi!=NULL:
other-rmd=other rmi->next)-
if (other rmd !=-curr rmi &&
other-rmi->forw->node->type != INV_EFFECT)
default: val = 1-set val;
curr f->inter[other-rmd->number-1]=
derive one rightmost inter val( curr f, other rmi,
- - - - default_va1', graph):
/*******************************************************************************
* VOID DERIVE ONE RIGHTMOST INTER VAL()
* This recursive-procedure-is used to derive the value of one rightmost
* intermediate node other than the test driver node. The derivation is first
* derivation cannot give the (rmi) node value, the other (rmi) node is set to
* default value and the cause node values are then derived by propagating
* the value backward.
*******************************************************************************/
int derive one rightmost inter val (test f, node, default val, graph)








static int first_try = 1;
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------
* Derive the node value by propagating the existing node values
* forward
*/
for (link=node->bakw; first try; 1 ink=link->next) {
/* Loop for all backward links */
/* Get the value of a backward node */
if «bkwnod.e=link->node) ->type==CAUSE I I
(bkwnode=link->node)->type==INV CAUSE)
/* The link is connected to a cause node; Get the
node value * /
bkwnode_val=test_f->cause[bkwnode->number-l];
else
/* The link is connected to an intermediate node;
Calls a procedure to derive the node value, if
the node value is not set yet */
if «bkwnode val=test f->inter[bkwnode->number-l])==-l)
bkwnode val=derive-one rightmost inter val(test f, bkwnode,
- - abS(default_val-link->negatiOn), graph);
else
bkwnode_val=test_f->inter[bkwnode->number-l];
/* Examine the derivation result */
if (nocle->type==AND && abs(bkwnocle val-link->negation)-=O II
nocle->type==OR && abs(hkwnode Val-link->negation)===l)
/* The backward node value can be used to determine





* Set the node value to default value; Derive any related
* cause node value
*/
for (link=node->bakw; link != NULL; link=link->next) {
1* Loop for all backward links */
if «bkwnode=link->node) ->type=CAUSE I I
(bkwnode=11nk->node)->type=INV CAUSE) {
1* The linked node is a cause node; Set the node
value if the node value is not set yet */
if (test f->cause[bkwnode->number-l]==-l) {






1* The linked node is an intermediate node; Call
this procedure to set the node value, if the node
value is not set yet */
if (test f->inter[bkwnode->number-l]==-l) {
bkwnode val = abs(default val-link->negation) ;
test f->inter[bkwnode->number-l]=bkwnode val;
deriVe one rightmost inter val (test f, bkwnOde,
- - bkwnode=val, graph);
}
first try = 1;
return (default_val);
/*******************************************************************************
* VOID REMOVE TEST FRAME DUPLlCATION()
* This procedure is used-to remove any test frame duplication in the test
* frame list.
*******************************************************************************/
void remove test frame duplication(curr 1, test, graph)
TEST LIST *curr I, *test; -
GRAPH *graph ; -
{
TEST LIST *other l=NULL;
TEST-FRAME *other f, *curr f, *prev f, *prev other f;
int -i, j, curr_ciiitcare, other_dntcare; - -
for (other_l=test; other 1 != NULL; other l=other l->next)
i* Loop for all test lists * I
curr l->head; curr f != NULL;) {
-1* Lo~ for all test frame in the current test
list *1
preY f = curr f;
for (other f=other l->head; other f!=NULL && other f != curr f;){
- 1* LO~ for all other test frames before the current
test frame *1
1* Compare the current frame with the other test
frame cause node values * I
prev_other_f = other_f;
for (i=O, j=O; 1 < graph->ninter: i++) {
1* Loop for all intermediate nodes *1
if (other f->inter[i] != curr f->inter[i])
I*-The cause node value of the two frames are not
the same *1
break;
if (other f->der1ve[i]==2 && curr_f->derive[i]==2)
I*-The derivation value of the two frames are




if (i==graph->n1nter && j) {
/* The two frames are identical */
other_f=delete_test_frame(other_l, other_f);
break;
curr dntcare = 0;
other dntcare = 0;
for (1=0; i < graph->ncause; i++) {
/* Loop for all cause nodes */
if (other f->cause[i] != curr f->cause[i])
I*-The cause node value of the two frames are not
the same *1
if (other f->cause[i]==-l) {
/* The node value of the other frame is not set * /
other dntcare++;




if (curr f->cause[i]==-l) {1* The node value of the current frame is not
set */
curr dntcare++;





/* Examine the comparison result; If the frames
are identical, delete the frame that has smaller
number of unset values. *1
if (i graph->ncause) {
1* The two frames are identical *1
if (curr dntcare <== other dntcare)
curr f = delete test frame(CUrr 1, curr_f);




1* Determine the (next) other frame *I
if (other f == prev other f)
other_f = other~->neXt;
1* Determine the (next) current frame * I
if (curr f == preY_f)
curr f curr_f->next;
/*******************************************************************************
* TEST FRAME* DELETE TEST FRAME()
* This-procedure is used to delete a test frame and returns the pointer to
* previous test frame or a test list bead (if there is no previous test
* frame).
*******************************************************************************1
TEST FRAME *delete test frame(test 1, del f)




* Search for the frame to be deleted
*1
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for (curr f==test l->head, prev_f=curr_f; curr f !== del f; prev_f-=curr_f,
curr_f=curr_f->next) ;
/*----------------------------------------------------------------
* Determine the previous frame , the test head and tail
*/
if (curr f==test l->head) {





if (curr f==test l->tail)
test_l->tail =prev_f;
/*----------------------------------------------------------------












* VOID DERIVE EFFECT VALUES ()
* This procedure is used to derive the unassigned effect node values in all test
* frames of a test frame list.
*******************************************************************************/
void derive effect values(test 1, graph)
TEST LIST *test 1;- -
GRAPH *graph ; -
{




test l->head; test f 1= NULL; test f = test_f->next)
- /* Loop for all test frames * /
for (effect=graph->effect; effect 1= NULL; effect=effect->next){
/* Loop for a.l.l effect nodes */
if (effect->type==INV EFFECT)
/* The-node is an invariant node */
test f->effect[effect->number-1] == 1;
else { -
/* The node is not an invariant node; Set the
effect node value to 1 if there is a linked node
(an intermediate node) that has value = 1 * /
for (link=effect->baltw; li.nlt != NULL ; linJt=link->next)
if (test_f->inter[link->node->number-1]==1) {
test f->effect[effect->number-1] = 1;
break;
}
if (test f->effect[effect->number-1] == -1)






* VOID PRINT TEST FRAME ()
* This procedure is used to print all test frame values (cause and effect
* values) .
*******************************************************************************/






TEST LIST *curr 1;
TEST-FRAME *curr f;
TBL REC *curr c, *curr e;
1nt-nc, ne, i, j,-c, e, k,-f;
/*--------------------------------------------------------------
* Print the test frame table header
*/
if (default val=l) {












* Print the cause and effect node numbers in the table header
* (maximum B numbers in one row)
*/
for (c=O, e=0; nc-c > 0 II ne-e> 0; ) {
printf(" ");
for (k=O; k < B; k++)





printf (n ") ;
}
printf(n n);
for (k=O; k < B; k++)











* Print all test frame cause and effect node values
*/
for (curr_l = test, f=l; curr 1 != NULL; curr 1
/* Loop for all test list
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/* Loop for all test frame in the current test
list */
printf (II %3d ", f);
for (c=O, e=0; nc-c > 0 I I ne-e > 0; ) {
/* Loop for all cause and effect nodes */
/* Print the value of cause nodes */
for (k=O; k < 8; k++) {
if (nc-c > 0) {
if (curr f->cause[c]==-l)
pr1ntf(II d II) ;
else






pr1ntf (II ") ;
/* Print the value of effect nodes */
for (k=O; k < 8; k++) {
if (ne-e > 0) {
if (curr f->effect[e]==-l)

















* Print the legend. of the cause nodes
*/
printf("\n Causes:\n");
for (c=O, curr c=table->cause; ourr c != NULL c++, curr_o=ourr_c->next)
pr1ntf("\n- %2d: ",0+1);
for (1 = 0; 1 < 3; 1++) {
if (1==2 & strlen(ourr_o->pre~art[O])+strlen(ourr_o->pred_Part[l])+
strlen(curr_o->pred_part[2]) > 60)
pr1ntf(II \n II) ;
pr1ntf(nts n, curr_o->pred_part[1] );
/*--------------------------------------------------------------
* Print the legend of the effect nodes
*/
pr1ntf(n\n\n Effects:\n"):
for (e=0, ourr e=table->effect; ourr e != NULL e++, ourr_e=curr_e->next)
printf("\n- %2d: ", e+1);
for (1 = 0; i < 3; 1++) {
if (1==2 & strlen(ourr_e->pred-Part[O])+strlen(curr_e->pre~art(l])+
strlen(curr_e->predyart[2]) > 60)
pr1ntf("\n n) ;
printf(nts ", curr_e->predyart(i] ):
/*--------------------------------------------------------------











Don't care (Either TRUE or FALSE) It) ;
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/*--------------------------------------------------------------
* Print the number of computations
*/
pr1ntf("\n\n\n The Number of Computations:\nlt ) ;
printf(lt\n Zeroes-AND Computations %6d", compute 0);
pr1ntf(lt\n Non Zeroes-AND Computations: %6d\n\n\n", compute_l);
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